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AGM 2020
Australian Surf Rowers League (ASRL)
NOTICE OF 2020 ASRL ANNUAL GENERAL
MEETING
Date: 27 June 2020
Time:10:00am
Location: Hybrid and Virtual AGM
* A Virtual Open Forum for all members will
follow the AGM *

the AGM.
- If required, they will also receive a link to allow
an electronic vote for Committee positions or for
any Notice(s) of Motion that are on the Agenda
from 10:00am, 6 June 2020, until 9:00am 27
June 2020. Voting will be controlled by Perry
Brennan, who manages our website.

Due to the current health emergency in
Australia with the COVID-19 and the restrictions
in place for close proximity, we will be holding
a Hybrid (physical location) and Virtual (online
facilities) AGM. Our Constitution under
“Objects” says that we must “(b) act at all times
on behalf of and to represent the interests
of the Members and surf rowing throughout
Australia and worldwide”. Australian Securities
and Investments Commission also has some
guidelines on this subject in support of the
Hybrid and Virtual AGM during this health
emergency in Australia. The electronic vote
will be available, as required to undertake the
business of the meeting

- We will be livestreaming the meeting from
10:00am, 27 June 2020 and members will be
able to field questions to the Hybrid participants
electronically through the stream during the
meeting and in the Forum at the conclusion of
the AGM.

- For the 2020 AGM the process will be; Michael
Brookes, Edwina Wright and Don Alexander will
be the Hybrid AGM personnel at a location in
Brisbane.

Continuing in their current positions for a further
12 months are Michael Brooks - President,
Natasha Tunney - Secretary and Don Cotterill,
Grant Wilkinson and Geoff Wilson Vice-Presidents.

- The Virtual AGM will allow all 2019-20
members, who have provided a valid email
address, to be advised of the Notice of General
Meeting, the Agenda and a link to the stream of

- Call for ASRL Committee Nominations
In accordance with the ASRL Constitution
clause 20, the ASRL Committee hereby calls for
nominations for Treasurer and 3
Vice-Presidents. These positions are currently
held by Don Alexander – Treasurer,
Nic Sampson, Edwina Wright and Rod Costa Vice-Presidents.

Nominations must be made in writing, signed
by 2 current ASRL Members (2019-20)
and accompanied by the nominee’s written

consent (form attached). Nominations must be
delivered to the ASRL Secretary, no later than
28 days prior to the 2020 ASRL Annual General
Meeting, ie, 10:00am, 30 May 2020.
The Treasurer:
- retains such accounting records as are
necessary to correctly record and explain the
financial transactions and financial position of
the ASRL in accordance with the Association
Incorporation Act 2009;
- presents to the members at the Annual
General Meeting the accounts, together with
the auditor’s report on the accounts, the
Committee’s report, the Committee’s statement
and the Certificate by Members of the
Committee;
- prepares an annual budget to the Committee
for approval; and

- must be computer literate, able to attend
several meetings (in person and by
teleconference) per year and have a couple of
hours per week to review and promptly respond
to emails.
The 3 Vice-Presidents:
- represent the interests of all surf rowers;
attend ASRL Committee Meetings; and

- must be computer literate, able to attend
several meetings (in person and by
teleconference) per year and have a couple of
hours per week to review and promptly respond
to emails.
Timeline for AGM Proceedings
- Nomination of candidates for Committee and
Notices of Motion to be called by the Secretary
56 days prior to the meeting, ie, 10:00am, 2
May 2020.
- Notices of Motion to be received by the
Secretary 28 days prior to the meeting, ie,
10:00am 30 May 2020.
- Nomination of candidates for Committee
positions to be received by the Secretary 28
days prior to the meeting, ie, 10:00am, 30 May
2020.
- Members to receive Notice of Meeting
including the Agenda, Notices of Motion and
Forms of Authority 21 days prior to the AGM, ie,
10:00am, 6 June 2020.
Proxy Voting form must be lodged with the
Secretary (secretary@asrl.com.au) not less
than 24 hours before the commencement of the
2020 AGM at 10.00am on 27 June 2020
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THE COMMITTEE 2019/20
GRANT WILKINSON

TREASURER

DON ALEXANDER

VICE PRESIDENT

VICE PRESIDENT

VICE PRESIDENT

VICE PRESIDENT

PRESIDENT

VICE PRESIDENT

SECRETARY

MICHEAL BROOKES

NATASHA TUNNEY

VICE PRESIDENT
GEOFF WILSON

ROD COSTA

DON COTTERILL

NIC SAMPSON

EDWINA WRIGHT
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT
This season saw the ASRL and SLSA working
relationship strengthen through the signing of
a new and improved deed of commitment. The
vision of the SLSA board officially tasked the
ASRL as the Surf Boat Committee for SLSA. The
deed also provides an un precedented financial
agreement for event expenses, allowing the
ASRL to continue to place funds and initiatives
back into surf boats.
The ASRL is adding the finishing touches on
a new look app which contains many more
features from the current app. We hope to have
features that engage competitor promotion and
interaction through the app. Further to this our
goal is to eventually see the draw and results
feature of the app used at every surfboat carnival
around the country. In addition to the App, the
ASRL also made many purchases including our
massive new gear trailer, 4 finishing stands,
and new finish line camera’s and technology.

We
were successful in renewing our
arrangement with Navy, this continues to
allow the ASRL to operate and provide grass
roots financial support through NAVY carnivals
and the ASRL open. We are also beginning
applications for other sponsorship renewals to
keep the ASRL in a healthy financial position
for years to come. We intend to spend all of the
income provided/ earnt each year back into our
sport and events.

It was generally felt that the numbers nationwide were higher than previous years. Our most
accurate data collection to check this statistic
is the number of crews at each state titles,
unfortunately this didn’t occur this season but
through the various committee members that
sit on each state based rowing body we feel that
the increase was achieved. The numbers at the
ASRL open was slightly short of the largest ASRL
open in its 24 year history. This was especially
pleasing considering the event in its location
As always it’s a pleasure to acknowledge was at risk of being moved due to the Bushfires
our two major sponsors, Team NAVY and on the south coast, thank you to every person
Destinations NSW, without the assistance who attended the event, we were extremely
from both organisation we wouldn’t be able to welcomed by the Ulladulla and Batemans bay
operate and hold events like we do.
communities. I hope that we could return to

this area as the locals felt further pain of losing
Easter trade due to Covid-19. Another thankyou
to the Shoalhaven and Eurobodalla Councils for
making the Open happen.
This coming offseason the ASRL committee will
be working harder than ever to promote the
sport. I believe we need to hook everyone ‘back
to surfboats’. Whilst we are currently stuck in
limbo with the covid-19 situation we need to
be planning to get straight back in to boats
before existing members stray off into other
sports, we cannot let our movement to be the
last to open its doors. Now more than ever we
need our numbers to continue to grow as the
looming Perth Aussies gets closer, we need to
also find more and new ways to keep the sport
awesome and easy to participate in. As the
Surfboat committee for SLSA, we will continue
to provide our vision for a much needed
‘National Calendar’ including the Aussies dates
which need to be earlier in the year.
I would like to further thank the entire
committee for their hard work during the year.
In addition to this a special mention needs to
go out to Tamara Brawn for her dedication to

the National Trial and ASRL open, Tamara is the
backbone of the success of the event. Also Aaron
Tanahill works 24hrs per day on the ASRL media
communications and always provides swift and
accurate communication to the membership.
Congratulations to Don Cotterill, Don Alexander
and Bob Stone in gaining ASRL life membership
at the 2019 AGM.
Finally I would just like to acknowledge Graeme
‘Zombie’ Knox on the fantastic life he had, I
valued the friendship we had and appreciate
beyond words the dedication he had for
surfboats and the benefits he bought to the
carnival atmosphere wherever he attended.
Michael Brooks
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TREASURERS REPORT
Income for the year at $277,215 was the lowest
of my time as Treasurer. An encouraging
improvement was a stronger membership
income of $122,665, however with a sponsorship
revenue decrease of $70,000 our total income
dropped by almost $50,000 from the previous
season. With total expenditure at $269,532,
the profit for the year ended up at $7,682. The
upside is that even though our profit was quite
low, we did make substantial improvements
with the purchase of a new trailer, finish-line
stands and line finishing equipment. Host Club
expenses are low due to the invoice not arriving
until 12 weeks after the event and has still not
be settled.

We were very fortunate to have had Bert Hunt
as President for 12 years. His leadership, always
thinking outside the square, his ability to listen
and desire to endeavour to put the interests
of the boaties, caused tension in some areas,
but I don’t recall any of the issues he raised
that were not dealt with to the benefit of
the movement. Within the committee his
organisational ability, in getting commitment
and allocating responsibility was outstanding
and I can honestly say that we would not be
in the financial position that we are in today
without his leadership.

We have been very fortunate to have Tamara
Brawn as our ASRL Open Referee, always on
top of everything, with clear instructions and
consideration of the boaties when making
decisions to satisfy all sectors of the carnival.

To all the past Secretaries and Vice Presidents,
thank you for your service to the boaties. At
After 10 very fulfilling years I have decided not the 2019 AGM I was surprised and honoured
to apply for the Treasurer’s position for the to receive my Life Membership along with
2020-22 term; quite simply, because it is time. I Don Cotterill, a Vice President of 16 years and
will of course be available to assist in a smooth counting. It was one of my proudest days as a
change over with the incoming Treasurer.
boatie and thanks to all for the support.
I’d particularly like to thank the Royal Australian
Navy for their continued support, this truly is one
of the most coveted and enduring partnerships
in the history of SLSA sport. Thanks to many
people in the organisation over a long period of
time, including the Chiefs of Navy, Commander
David Letts, Lieutenant Commander Don
Hogarth and all the Navy staff who attend
our State based events. Our partnership with
Destination NSW continues to grow and while
they have had some changes at the top, Amy
Patton has been since day one very thorough
and professional.

The current committee lead by Michael Brooks
and Secretary, Natasha Tunney is working very
well with the veterans Don Cotterill and the
wisest of wise heads, Grant “Wilko” Wilkinson,
in addition to Geoff Wilson. Rod Costa and
the young ones, Edwina Wright and our gear
steward, Nic Sampson. Aaron Tannahill, the job
you do for the ASRL is unbelievable, I appreciate
your input and friendship.

And finally, to our Webmaster Perry Brennan,
who has been with us since the early
days, taking over after we had a couple of
unsuccessful attempts with other companies.
Perry has been through all our ups and downs
especially when we had a very successful chat
page that we finally had to close down due to
unacceptable posts. Always a voice of reason
and understanding in providing the right advice
to solve what seemed to us a problem but to
Perry, just normal problem solving.

Frank Veltman has been behind the scenes at
a number of our events and I really appreciate
his input. Gary McCoy, who developed our Surf
Hazard Rating, has been a strong supporter to
surf boat rowers and the logic and simplicity of
operating it through our Navy App, has put us
at the forefront of safety for our competitors.

It has been a pleasure being the Treasurer of the
ASRL. We have a fantastic group of members
from all walks of life, putting in countless, nonpaid hours in running clubs, training crews, and
fundraising; I’m going to miss you all.
I’m pleased to report that the ASRL is solvent.
Don Alexander

Income

2019-20

2018-19

2017-18

Sponsorship

150,000

75,000

60,000

150,000

188,047
55,783

Donation
Membership

122,665

75,553

Interest Received

3,180

1,966

SLSA

15,000

Marketing

9,872

1,220

Other Revenue

1,370

297

-15,206

Total

$277,215

$327,688

$289,844

Expenditure

2019-20

2018-19

2019-20

Administration Costs

2,624

ASRL Meeting Expenses

24,851

35,014

35,963

Audit Fees

600

600

600

Computer Expenses

3,619

701

5,691

Database Management

2,360

561

Equipment Purchases

35,480

9,279

4,217

Freight & Cartage

1,035

981

649

General Expenses

490

291

1,453

Host Club Reimbursement

11,959

64,676

46,386

3,636

4,545

Host Subsidy
Insurance

2,499

3,369

12,528

Livestream and Finish Line

47,871

39,395

22,808

Marketing

1,450

6,871

12,419

Medals and Trophies

3,272

289

902

Membership Reimbursement

8,629

2,150

1,000

Navy Clothing

35,995

32,989

32,210

Navy Promotional Gear

14,343

14,409

22,958

Software Expenses

3,320

420

State Contribution

5,729

22,727

12,955

State Team Travel Allowance

42,976

43,973

18,339

State Membership Rebate

5,820

Trailer Expenses

963

Team Expenses-Australia v NZ

12,134

4,600

7,157

Web Management

4,478

1,765

3,570

Youth

3,818

3,181

545

Total Expenses

$269,532

$292,841

$252,715

Net Surplus

$7,682

$34,847

$37,128
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TRANS - TASMAN
Australian Surf Boat Representative Open Team
for 2020

The Open Team surf boat crews consisted of:
Northcliffe Open Women:
Sara Western, Shannon Grimsey, Jen David,
It is with great pleasure that I submit this report Rachel Clayphan, Damien Clayphan (sweep)
as Team Manager of the Australian SLSA Surf
Boat Representative Team for 2020. In doing so Bulli Open Men:
I would like to acknowledge the contribution Dean Roberts, Heath Mercer, Fraser Worthington,
of both SLSA and the ASRL for their support Ben Lowe, Shane Geloven(sweep)
and funding as well as the management of
the selection processes and the running of the
event itself.
This year’s selection trials were held at North
Cronulla with Bulli being selected as the Open
Men representative crew and Northcliffe as the
Open Women crew. The Northcliffe crew were
the same crew who represented Australia last
year at the same event.
The U23 crews also attended the same selection
carnival with North Cronulla Women and South
Curl Curl Men crews being selected for the
Under 23 Development Team.
Don Cotterill in his first year as Development
Team manager did a great job managing this
section of the team as well as with his overall
support of the entire team.

The Development Team was;
North Cronulla Under 23 Women:
Katlynn Coglan, Alysha Lerond, Hayley Urquhart,
Maggie Mahoney, Mark McDonald (sweep)

I would also like to thank Don Cotterill in his
first year as team manager for the Development
Team, the ASRL for running the selection event
and the Trans-Tasman Test for the Open and
South Curl Curl Under 23 Men:
Development teams on behalf of SLSA and for
Brady Holland, Tremayne Chivers, Kris Martyn, their support of all crews.
Owen Sheather, Rob Lowery (sweep)
The team clothing for the new team members
was at a high standard and was very well
received by all team members. Everything
supplied was worn and utilised throughout the
competition and during team functions. All in,
the team were extremely honoured to wear the
uniforms provided.
We unfortunately did not have a team physio
this year which was disappointing as this
appointment has worked extremely well when
provided. Consideration should be given to
seeking nominations for this position in the
same way as the team managers?
The blazer presentation was well attended with
SLSA CEO, Adam Weir performing the MC duties.
Planning for this trip and the event was once Guests speakers, Captain Ben Hurst RAN and
again extensive with a relatively short time Peter FitzSimons, author, radio announcer and
frame in which to complete all tasks.
ex Wallaby, added a special flavour to the event
Given the locations of each crew it was not and was very well received by all in attendance.
possible to get them together as a team until
the day before we travelled to Mollymook. At this year’s team meeting we also appointed
Despite this I believe that the team bonded and our first team captain for the team – an initiative
performed extremely well.
I would like to see continued. The team captain
was Sara Weston – Sara was extremely honoured
Ultimately the event went very smoothly and I and humbled to be recognised in this way and
would like to thank Brad Dean from SLSA for his did a fantastic job as Captain.
work and support and also for his planning and
organisation.
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The team also met and discussed developing a
team name. It was agreed to call the team the
“Australian Surf Boat Roo Crew”. Members of
the team are also currently in the process of
designing a team logo.
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The New Zealand team also had a new team
manager this year, Kathryn Wright. Kathryn did
a great job and it was good to work with her in
the lead up and over the weekend.

The conditions at Mollymook beach were
All teams departed at the conclusion of the extremely testing with Saturday’s racing
ceremony and travelled to their accommodation including the Trans-Tasman Test event being
in Mollymook.
transferred to Long Beach, near Batemans Bay.
Despite the move the conditions were such
The Australian and New Zealand Teams that some crews were still impacted by the surf
attended a formal dinner on Friday night.
on the way out as well as being challenged on
the return to shore.
This year, given the issues arising from the
fires (and subsequent floods) across the south The Australian Representative caps were
coast region we went to a local farm, Martins presented to the Australian team on the beach
Ridge Farm, which is owned by the previous before competition started – in front of the New
Development Team Manager, Ian Martin. This Zealand team, and before both teams walked
farm has been developed with a commercial to the arena for introductions and national
kitchen and function space. It was an ideal night anthems.
for the dinner, with perfect weather conditions This year we were honoured to have Grant
– who would have thought. The food supplied Wilkinson speak to the team and present them
was of a very high standard
with their caps.
Cap Numbers:
Both teams thoroughly enjoyed the evening
and the venue and were able to mix in a more Damien Clayphan		
475
open and relaxed environment.
Rachel Clayphan		
476
Jen Davis			477
The event was also attended by a couple of local Shannon Grimsey		
478
property owners who spoke of the devastation Sara Weston			488
of the fires over the Christmas/New Year period
and provided a personal insight into the total Dean Roberts		
408
experience. All in attendance appreciated Heath Mercer
409
hearing first-hand the devastation and trauma Benjamin Lowe		
411
of the entire experience
Shane Geloven		
412
Fraser Worthington		
489

All Australian crews handled the conditions
extremely well, as shown in the results.

The trophy and medallion presentation hosted
by the ASRL was held immediately after the
racing had finished and was done extremely
well in a professional and relaxed manner.

As is the normal program of events the test was
run over three races; a long (normal) course, a
short course (around the gate cans) and another All crews then returned to their respective clubs
long course race.
to continue competition in the ASRL Open
All crews excelled – the performance of the
Australian teams was once again outstanding
with both the Open and Development teams
winning their respective trophies.
Results were as follows:
Trans-Tasman Surf Boat test Series
Open Team
Men:		
Australia
3 – 0 New Zealand
Women:
Australia
3 – 0 New Zealand
Development team
Men:		
Australia
Women:
Australia

3 – 0 New Zealand
2 – 1 New Zealand

I would like to congratulate the Australian team
for their attitude from the moment they were
selected into the team, the way they all worked
together, competitive spirit and never say die
attitude which ensured that we retained both
trophies. It was an honour to be a part of this
team.
In summary, many thanks must go to the ASRL
for running the selection event. Thanks also
to SLSA for providing the opportunity for this
event as well as the resources and funding for
this very important and prestigious event, and
in particular Brad Dean for his support.
Greg Heard
Open Team Manager
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THANK YOU

Thank you Malcolm Trees!
Malcolm is a brilliant sports photographer that
has attended ASRL events over the past few
years. We are so fortunate to have someone
like Malcolm capture incredible shots of this
sport, and share with all of our members.
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QLD

Once again it gives me great pleasure to present
this seasons report as ASRLQ President.
It was great to see our overall entries for local
competitions up on previous seasons, especially
from the junior ranks with the U19 male and
female divisions almost doubling in numbers.
Our foot soldiers the reserve grade men and
women also increased in numbers.
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A special mention to Corey Stone in his first
year as state team manager, his enthusiasm
was second to none and I have no doubt with
his guidance along with assistant manager
Craig Williams, we would have been a force in
the interstate. Our team was a quality side well
and truly capable of lifting the trophy.

Next season we intend to increase the focus
We kicked off the season with the Cudgen on both the junior development and open
Classic which was a success given that it was competition, with the help of our local reps
the first time surf boats have been included in Corey Stone, Steve Coady and the Currumbin
the program.
club we are working on a slightly revamped
The 2 rounds of the Navy series were held format of the Skins event. We are also looking at
at Mooloolaba and Tallebudgera with the how we can reinvigorate the open competition
Mooloolaba event recording over 80 entries
and what that needs to look like to encourage
The BP Wessel Qld cup was held at Tugun, new crews whilst also growing the grass roots.
Maroochydore and Dickys Beach with all three
rounds also recording between 70 and 80 Another special mention to the Northcliffe
entries.
Krankitz, for the second year in a row they
were selected as the state and Australian team
Our state selection trial at Maroochydore was representatives. They got the job done again in
the best selection trial I can remember for quite the Trans Tasman test series and also took out
some time. The pointscore qualifying criteria the ASRL Open the same weekend at Mollymook.
for the trial helps to support our local events Well done to Damian and the women - Rachel,
with solid competitive crews attending and Sara, Shannon and Jen, another fantastic
this then translates to the best crews making it season of results and achievements.
through to the trial.
The model is based on the Australian team Once again thanks to our long term major
selection trials and gives everyone equal sponsor of ASRLQ - BP Wessel Petroleum, the
opportunity with the round robin and pointscore support from Paul, Kurt and family over a number
format.
of years now has enabled us to continue to run
and expand our events, and encourge the youth
development of our sport.

To the Navy for their on going support of not
only our Navy rounds but also for this seasons
Queensland Skins event and the National
selection trials.
To our officials, thankyou once again for all your
hard work and participating tirelessly to make
our competitions run as smoothly as possible.
Thanks to Bill Cooper once again for transport,
Judy, Jean and Geoff Wright for water safety.
Thanks also to our head referee Di Smith and
Charles for your work and listening to the
reasonable comments and not so reasonable in
all those sweep meetings.
I’m not going to go on over the disappointment
of the cancellation of our state and Aussie
titles, its obvious how everyone feels about it.
Let’s channel our energy towards preparing the
best we can for next season once we are all
able to get back on the water, hopefully that
date won’t be too far away.
President
Gary Williams
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NSW

It is with mixed feelings, primarily one of
disappointment that I present the 2020 NSW
Surf Boat Team managers’ report on behalf of
myself and Assistant Team Manager Donna
Wishart
Whilst we worked to select a competitive team
and to set everything up for the Interstate
Championship at Mollymook on Friday 14th
February, the Interstate racing was not run at
the ASRL, subsequently postponed to be run at
the Aussies in April and then cancelled along
with the rest of this championship
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This year all divisions were self-selected based
on this system apart from the Under 19 Men as
this 2 division had two crews tied on the same
points. Under 19 Men – North Cronulla Bung
Holes and Bulli

As outlined in the bulletin in the event of
a draw at the end of the selection carnivals,
the crew is to be selected by members of the
NSW Surf Boat Commission. Given the timing
I met with Ryan Halangahu, Nathan Perry and
Peter Spence immediately at the conclusion
of the Manly carnival. After some discussions
we selected North Cronulla Bung Holes. I
Once again the team consisted of 8 crews – one immediately contacted the sweep from the
from each division, Open Men, Open Women, Bulli crew who missed selection to notify him
Reserve Men, Reserve Women, Under 23 Men, of the decision. Whilst disappointed, he took
Under 23 Women, Under 19 Men and Under the decision in good grace. I then advised
19 Women, who were selected from all crews the North Cronulla sweep of the final decision.
within NSW.
SELECTION:
Initially selection carnivals were allocated to
Coffs Harbour,
North Cronulla,
Queenscliff and
Manly.
Crews were to be selected based on their best
3 results across these 4 carnivals.With the
cancellation of the Coffs Harbour carnival due
to bushfires, crews were then advised that they
would be selected based on the best 2 results
from the remaining 3 carnival.

OPEN MEN

UNDER 23 MEN

SCC Death Riders

13

Nth Cronulla Purds

11

Dee Why Gorgonites

11

Palm Beach Plumbers

10

Elouera Wilko

9

Palm Beach Peppers

9

OPEN WOMEN

UNDER 23 WOMEN

Palm Beach Patriots

14

Newport Thunder

14

Collaroy Gants

12

Palm Beach Pirahna

13

Elouera Wilko

9

Bilgola Rippers

10

RESERVES MEN

UNDER 19 MEN

Palm Beach Pork Ribs

13

North Cronulla Bung Holes

14

Nth Cronulla TRAX

12

Bulli

14

Newport Shellfish

8

Queenscliff Blue Car Keys

13

RESERVE WOMEN

UNDER 19 WOMEN

Elouera Wilko

13

SCC Lumps and Bumps

14

North Narrabeen Lean Beans

9

Collaroy Loonies

12

Sth Curl Curl Girlies

9

Sth Maroubra Specials

11

OPEN MEN
South Curl Curl
Rob lowery
Jordan Thurlow
trent Rogers
Craig McCarthy
Mike Egan

RESERVE MEN
Palm Beach
Nick Wiadrowski
Hugh Salter
Rob Morris
Matt Maidrowski
Ed Slattery

UNDER 23 MEN
North Cronulla
Adam Purdie
Christian Ruhen
Darcy Smith
Sam Barning
Blake Eason

UNDER 19 MEN
North Cronulla
Stephen Swane
Kane Butterfield
Jordan Fleming
Mical De Francesco
Lockyer Barnes

OPEN WOMEN
Palm Beach
Peter Spence
Verity Boulton
Esther Austin
Papa Hipango
Elly Reynolds

RESERVE WOMEN
Elouera
Grant Wilkinson
Jessica Thomas
Megan Langford
Priya Johnson
Sarah Hewson

UNDER 23 WOMEN
Newport
Micheal King
Tara Doyle
Abby Ballesty
Claudia Harris
Megz Barr

UNDER 19 WOMEN
South Curl Curl
Mark Spiteri
Nicky Berry
Laura Oliver
Mali Warnerford
Vivienn Saunders
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It was pleasing to see the spread of clubs/
branches represented with 2 crews from North
Cronulla, Palm Beach and South Curl Curl and
one each from Elouera and Newport .
Overall I believe that we selected a strong team
PREPARATION:
With a very short turnaround from selection
to competition of 4 weeks, everyone in the
team was very responsive with responding
to requests for information. Alistair Notley
and Jade Berry from NSW SLS Sports did a
fantastic job of getting the uniform sizes and
other necessary information from all members
of the team. They both did a great job in their
first year and I really appreciated their support
and efforts to get everything done in a timely
manner.
As part of the team preparations we met prior
to the Interstate Championship to provide an
opportunity for all crews to meet each other
and to present them with their team uniforms.
As always, the team enjoyed and appreciated
the opportunity to get together before the
event and were very proud to be recognised
as part of the team and presented with their
uniforms
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Team Captain: This year I also appointed a
Team Captain, Trent Rogers from South Curl
Curl Open Men crew. This is an initiative I
believe should be continued. The added vibe
this created amongst the team was excellent –
and Trent was extremely proud and humbled to
be recognised this way.
In selecting Trent I spoke to both Open crew
sweeps about the initiative, which they both
fully supported. The decision to select Trent was
also unanimously supported by both sweeps
Thank you again to SLS NSW for their support
in providing the team gear – all recipients were
extremely pleased and proud to receive their
uniforms.
RACE DAY:
Conditions in the lead up to the event at
Mollymook were forecast to deteriorate
throughout the day. This forecast held true.
With the deteriorating conditions and ongoing
delays as a result, the Interstate Championship
was postponed and then racing cancelled
for the day. Sadly, despite best efforts by all
parties and due to the rescheduling of multiple
events over the next 2 days the interstate
championship was not able to be run and was
ultimately postponed to be held at the Aussies
later in the year - which we now know were
subsequently cancelled

Despite this, all Team members continually
expressed their appreciation and pride in being
selected for this team.
In closing I would like to thank:
- SLS NSW for the support of this event and
for their funding of the uniforms
- The staff at SLS NSW for the support and
assistance.
From a personal perspective - thank you again
for the opportunity in allowing me to be a part
of this team and for the overall experience – I
love it !!!!
I suppose that means we are still the reigning
champions !!!
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VIC

It has been a different year for surf rowers
in Victoria starting with our community
supporting Port Campbell surf club after the
loss of two of their most enthusiastic members
and ending with the cancellation of the State
Championships and the Aussies. Along the way
Lifesaving Victoria and the VSRL hosted five boat
carnivals, Vic crews competed at the George
Bass, Piha, Dee Why, Manly and Mollymook,
and six different clubs earned spots on the Vic
State Team for the ASRL Open. Our ever-positive
officials handled big wave conditions, narrow
beaches with only four alleys, new crews and
passionate boaties calmly but firmly.
The early focus of the 2019/20 season in Victoria
was on education and youth. Matt Culka
initiated and facilitated a ‘sweep development’
day at Port Fairy SLSC that was attended by boat
sweeps, coaches and rowers from the western
districts of Victoria. There are many competent
surf sweeps in this region who have learnt
from their past sweeps and then by practice.
With improved knowledge of different training
methods, rigging, technique and by supporting
each other these clubs and crews will improve
further. Our Youth Forum at Anglesea was
well attended with 30 junior rowers and their
sweeps coming together in October to start the
season positively. Thanks to all who helped out
at these events.
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Port Campbell hosted their second short-course
event in November. More crews attended this
season as this is a fun way to get on the water.
Three state team selection carnivals were held
with the VSRL Open hosted by Portland at Cape
Bridgewater. Solid, short period waves made this
carnival a challenge but most crews coped well.
Many of the state team spots came down to the
last race with one grade requiring an extra tiebreak race. The Henley Mackdogs came across
from Adelaide and competed strongly on the
water and at the dinner in the Portland club. 24
U19 to open crews competed at the ASRL Open,
with 10 reaching the quarter finals or better,
with 6 crews in finals. 8 masters crews raced
with Fairhaven Hot Catch and Mentone Riot
first and second in the 200+ race. We are proud
of all these crews but, of course, the highlight
was Lorne Chops winning the Open Men.
TEAM CAPTAIN
Matt Culka
St Kilda

TEAM MANAGER
Jackson McCaffrey
Lorne

OPEN MEN
St Kilda Angry Otters

OPEN WOMEN
Lorne Edge

RESERVE MEN
Pt Leo Persuaders

RESERVE WOMEN
Mordialloc Maniacs

UNDER 23 MEN
Torquay Pirates

UNDER 23 WOMEN
St Kilda Fun Size

UNDER 19 MEN
Portland Cape
Crusaders

UNDER 19 WOMEN
St Kilda Salamander’s

There were a number of lessons from this
season. Development carnivals on flat water
beaches were not supported. Some beaches are
too small to run full carnivals. Some beaches
have lost sand and the exposed rocks have
become dangerous. Try to avoid boats wiping
out finish flags as they can get lost. When the
host club is supportive, IRB crews are much
easier to get. Carnival attendance numbers tell
us that November carnivals don’t attract as
many crews.
The big uncertainty that is the coronavirus gives
us many questions. How do we deliver sweep
development programs? Will the carnivals
season start as normal? Will there be restricted
numbers for ‘mass gatherings’ that will require
us to block race? How do requals and bronze
squads happen? Do we need to rewrite the
state team criteria in case we don’t get the
normal carnivals?
I’d like to thank the VSRL committee for their
commitment to their sport, LSV Sports admin
staff for all their work in the background and
the Victorian surf clubs for providing the
opportunities to row. Finally, and probably
most importantly, thanks to all the sweeps,
coaches and rowers without whom we would
have no fun.
Barry Hill
President, VSRL
Rod Costa
Secretary, VSRL
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SA

There are no surprises that this year in SA
Development was one of the key factors of
our season. As we have in previous years we
delivered our State Development Day with in
excess of 40 attendees.
Rowing South Australia supported this event by
supplying access to their facilities and coaches
for the technical component of the program.
Guest speakers included Ross Hamilton, an
Open Male rower who had recently started still
water rowing. Ross spoke to the group about
his experience of having transitioned from surf
to river and the synergies between the two
sports. Paralympic rower Jed Altschwager gave
an inspiring talk on his life changing day at
work and his recovery, followed by some tips for
training and pushing through mental barriers.
Nutrition and ASADA knowledge was passed
on by repeat presenter Rhea Bergmann. In the
afternoon the group took to the water, with
myself and a group of coaches spending some
time critiquing the crews and then working with
the sweeps/rowers to identify technical issues
and suggest drills and sequencing exercises to
improve the run of the boat.
Our Navy Series season opener carnival saw
the boat section make its annual pilgrimage to
Robe. A beautiful seaside village with one of
the most amazing stretches of coastline, that
never disappoints.
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This is where we get a taste for who has
worked hard in the pre-season. New sweeps
get to test their skills in some swell and new
rowers are let loose in their first carnival. The
Smiles, laughter and banter follow the rowers
off the beach and down to the Robe Hotel for
the evenings presentations. It is here that the
foundations are laid for a great season, new
friends are made, old ones are reacquainted,
and we all come together for the annual Roo
Chi Cha.
There are some stand out performances that
need to be mentioned when reflecting back on
the season that was.
The rising star award would without doubt go to
Seacliff Surf Club, from a club with 1 crew they
have blossomed into a booming boat section of
up to 5 or 6 crews in one season. Ben Bedford,
boat captain and sweep has been the instigator
of their success and with minimal resources has
pulled together a fantastic team, that is now a
serious contender in more than one division on
the beach. Well done Ben and team.

Our U19 Women have been the most exceptional
division in SA this year. Not only do we have
depth in our numbers, but we have strength as
well. Our persistent focus on junior development
across the state has started to come to
fruition, as we saw not one but three of our U19
Women’s crews contending for the podium at
the ASRL Open. Glenelg fell away in the ¼ finals,
with Somerton and South Port progressing to
the final. A tight and exciting photo finish saw
our South Port Women walk away with a silver
medal and Somerton place 4th. This is the best
our state has ever performed in this division,
well done ladies and sweeps.
The ASRL Open for other divisions was again
a successful campaign for SA with almost all
13 crews progressing through the first cuts.
The results are: Glenelg open men ¼ Final,
Henley Reserve Men Semi-final, Open Females
Somerton and Brighton Broncos just missed out
on progressing through the rounds, Brighton
Reserve Women 5th in the final, U23 Men West
Beach semi-final with the Somerton U23 Males
stuck in the rounds, U23 Women South Port ¼
final, South Port 200 male 12th, Brighton 160
Female Silver in the final.

From our officials we continued to develop and
train our group. We have a great team that is
happy to share their knowledge with anyone
who is keen to learn. We saw 5 new/returning
officials step up this season. Key roles like can
laying, draws and app training and video finish
line training were areas of focus this season.
As I wrap up my time as President of the ASRL-SA
Surf Boat panel, there is a sense of achievement
and pride when I reflect on how far we have
come since I first became involved with this
group in 2012. SA has always strived to lead the
way when it comes to innovation, equity and
development. Some of the advancements of
surf boats that the ASRL-SA has driven is the
addition of reserve grade and Under 19 Women
to the racing program. With the huge success
of these divisions in SA, the ASRL and SLSA
adopted this change nationally the following
season in 2016. Our youth development days
are the largest in the country and while having
less clubs than other states, SA is leading the
national average of having 5.3 crews per club.
Look out for our new development pathway
division that is being introduced in SA for
the 2020/21 season: U23 mixed division (nonchampionship, but will race at all carnivals
including State Titles).
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I would like to thank the following people who
throughout the last 4 years have provided a
voice of reason, been generous in sharing their
knowledge and who have gone out of their
way to support me in my role. Don “Bristles”
Alexander, you are a gem! You are the reason
I ended up I in this role, which at times was
daunting but you helped me navigate through
the challenges and always had my back. Devo
and Ollie, thank you for your support and
advice. My committee members of the past and
present, Matt Smith, Tatum Woodroffe, Sharon
Pearsons, Kevin Marks, Aaron Tannahill, Kevin
Watkins. SLSSA staff Melissa Davis-Bishop and
Blake Steele. Sweeps, Jason McGaffin, Peter
Tidswell, Darren “Hocko” Hocking, Gary “Fazz”
Fazzalari thank you.
To the SA Surf Boat rowers, a huge thank you.
We have a tight knit surf boat community in SA
and it has been a privilege to be the president of
this group for the past 4 years. There have been
many challenges in that time and the support
from this group has been overwhelming. I
have enjoyed working with each and every
one of the rowers, sweeps and officials. The
support in recent times from Surf Life Saving
South Australia has allowed us to forge a new
relationship, based on mutual respect and a
common goal of success on and off the water.
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I look forward to seeing SA continue its push
towards Aussie finals and Medals, while locally
continuing our inclusive surf boat program
with a focus on development of our youth and
raising the bar for our competitive crews.
Natasha Tunney
President/Chariman ASRL-SA Surf Boat Panel
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WA

ASRL WA Report 2019/20 Season
WA Surf Boat rowing continued steadily during
the 19/20 season with some encouraging
developments during this season and looking
to the future.
Our younger and newer sweeps began to
progress and emerge as confident sweeps/
coaches, taking over as our older sweeps start
to retire from competitive sweeping. This
season sweep mentoring was done more one
on one with experienced sweeps mentoring our
newer sweeps both in training at their clubs
and in competition.
Our youth rowers formed the WA Youth Surf
Boats group, for social interaction but also
to have input to the WA Surf Boat Panel with
suggestions and ideas with a youth focus. The
main drivers of this great initiative were the
Coogee and North Cottesloe youth rowers.
SLSWA purchased finish line technology which
was effectively trialled at the Coogee Navy
Series Carnival, hoping to expand on this next
season as training is completed.
The ASRL APP was in full use for draws, results
and SHR this season, a great addition to our
carnivals. Thanks to Sandy Clarke for her work
on this.
We have seen some growth in U19 Male and
Female divisions which is encouraging for
the future but unfortunately a decline in U23
numbers.
Our club Boat Captains have taken responsibility
for assessing conditions and skill levels of their
S2 sweeps before allowing them to compete
at each carnival and ensuring they have back
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up S3 sweeps arranged to take their crews if
necessary, taking pressure off the referee and
boat panel to make that decision. This has
solved a problem that emerged early in our
season.
Unfortunately, our Western Suns Surf Boat
Team did not get to race at Mollymook due to
conditions on Friday afternoon causing racing
to be suspended.
OPEN MEN
North Cottesloe
Boatmen

OPEN WOMEN
North Cottesloe Riff
Raff

RESERVE MEN
North Cottesloe
Cowards

RESERVE WOMEN
Scarboro Sunsets

UNDER 23 MEN
North Cottesloe Yeah
the Boys

UNDER 23 WOMEN
North Cottesloe Jills

UNDER 19 MEN
North Cottesloe
Jackals

UNDER 19 WOMEN
City of Perth Five

The ASRL Open competition at Mollymook/
Long Beach proved successful for 3 x WA
crews, making their respective final, 2 of those
collecting medals, City 5 equal Silver in the U19
Women and North Cottesloe Yeah the Boys equal
Bronze in U23 Men, North Cottesloe Cowards
finished 5th in the Reserve Mens Final. A great
effort by those crews in tough competition.
Good results also for North Cottesloe Riff Raff
in Open women (top 12) Scarboro Sunsets in
Reserve Women (top 8) North Cottesloe Jills in
U23 Women (top 16).

assist training in all areas of Surf Lifesaving,
WA Masters States and Country Championships
also Lancelin to our North has beach breaks
along with WA State U19 Male and Female Short
as well as outer reefs with larger waves,
Course Championships were held at Albany
feel we are training our sweeps for Perth
(moved from Denmark due to conditions)
Metro conditions which are generally not
on 1/3/2020. The remainder of State Short
challenging enough.
course Championships were suspended due
to conditions and fatigue in the water safety
people (Freezing cold). Conditions in the • Continuing youth development at club
level, exchanging ideas to progress this.
previous 2 days at Denmark were perfect for
all crews to practice in waves, where we ran a
sweep assessment afternoon. Unfortunately, a • Continue encouraging clubs to interest
younger sweeps (may still be active rowers).
severe storm hit overnight causing the move to
Albany.
Thanks to the following,
SLSWA Surf Sports for securing beaches,
Excitement however as a club fairly new to Surf
providing
carnival equipment and once again
Boat racing, Coogee Beach, took out the State
U19 Womens Short Course and Fremantle, providing the coaching weekend with Grant
another club with great youth development Wilkinson, a great opportunity to learn from
took out the U19 Mens Short Course State Title. one of the best Surf Sports Coaches in Australia.
Fantastic results for those 2 clubs.
Navy once again for attending our 2 x Navy
Encouraging signs at Scarboro as they rebuild series Carnivals providing merchandise and
their Surf Boat section, providing the Western interesting insight into Navy history in WA.
Suns Reserve Womens Rep Crew, they are Thanks to Coogee and Scarboro for hosting
these events.
traditionally a strong WA Boat club.
Our Season ended 17/3/2020 due to coronavirus, Shane and Kai Bowler for the photography,
editing and posting all of our Surf Boat action.
all clubs closed until 30/6/2020 at least.
The aims for next season are to:
Stuart Clarke our Boat Panel Chairman, John
• Set up a structured practical surf component King and all of our officials. Sandy Clarke for all
for S2 and S3 sweeps to get them to practice of the roles she fills to help our sport progress.
more in real surf conditions, SLSWA has
purchased a property in Margaret River which The ASRL committee for the ongoing support
will be developed with accommodation to of Surf Boat rowing nationally and in our state.
Geoff Wilson
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ASRL OPEN RESULTS 2020
U19 FEMALE (NOTE EQUAL 2ND PLACING)

RESERVE FEMALE

1 Mona Vale Drifters
2 South Port Stormies
2 City of Perth City Five
4 Somerton Stormers
5 South Curl Curl Bumps and Humps
6 St Kilda Salamanders

1 Currumbin Concords
2 North Cronulla Funkys
3 Noosa Heads Swallows
4 South Curl Curl Girlies
5 Brighton (SA) Bombshells
6 Noosa Heads Bandits

U19 MALE

RESERVE MALE

1 Northcliffe Tornadoes
2 Queenscliffe Blue Car Keys
3 Palm Beach (NSW) Possums
4 South Curl Curl Underdogs
5 North Cronulla Bung Holes
6 Currumbin Meerkats

1 North Narabeen Smokos
2 Ocean Beach Sailfish
3 North Cronulla Purds Reserves
4 Newport Sailfish
5 North Cottesloe Cowards
6 Bilgola Bends

U23 FEMALE

OPEN FEMALE

1 North Cronulla Funkys
2 Tallebudgera Tallie Tubbies
3 Newport Thunder
4 Palm Beach (NSW) Piranhas
5 Dicky Beach Tooshies
6 St Kilda Fun Size

1 Northcliff Krankitz
2 Noosa Heads Chums
3 Lorne Edge
4 Avalon Open Women
5 Palm Beach (NSW) Patriots
6 Tugun Venatrix

U23 MALE (NOTE EQUAL 3RD PLACE)

OPEN MALE

1 Palm Beach (NSW) Playboys (pictured)
2 North Cronulla Purds
3 North Cottesloe Yeah the Boys
3 Maroochydore Meat Trays
5 South Curl Curl Lamp
6 Elouera Elouera

1 Lorne Chops
2 Bulli Team A
3 Corrimal Black
4 Currumbin Gunnars
5 Elouera Wilko
6 St Kilda Angry Otters
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NATIONAL RANKING 2020
OPEN FEMALE RANKS
POST ASRL RANK

OPEN MEN RANKS
POST ASRL RANK

RESERVE FEMALE
POST ARSL RANK

RESERVE MALE
POST ASRL RANK

U23 FEMALE
POST ASRL RANK

U23 MALE
POST ASRL RANK

1 Northcliffe Krankitz
2 Palm Beach Patriots
3 Lorne Edge
4 Avalon Beach Open Women
5 Torquay Lightning
6 Elouera Wilko
7 North Cronulla Bluey
8 Collaroy Giants
9 North Cottesloe Riff Raff
10 Somerton All Sorts
11 Kurrawa Kixx
12 South Maroubra Bisley
13 Coogee
14 Noosa Heads Chums
15 Dee Why Double Bleck
16 Newport Jacksons
17 Avoca Beach Zenith
18 Brighton Bronco’s
19 Batemans Bay
20 Broulee Wombats

1 Bulli Gelcon
2 Dee Why Gorgonites
3 Sth Curl Curl Deathriders
4 Lorne Chops
5 Batemans Bay
6 Elouera Wilko
7 Currumbin Gunners
8 North Cottesloe Boatmen
9 Newport Hellfish
10 St Kilda Angry Otters 11
Corimal Black
12 Caves Beach Meat Trays
13 Northcliffe Thunder
14 Nth Cronulla Purds
15 Coogee
16 Collaroy Garricks
17 Mona Vale
18 Cronulla Jackhammers
19 Palm Beach Projects
20 North Steyne Nomads

1 Currumbin Concords
2 Nth Cronulla Funkys
3 Noosa Heads Swallows
4 Sth Curl Curl Girlies
5 Brighton Bombshells
6 Noosa Heads Bandits
7 Bulli
7 Scarboro Sunsets
9 Tugun Showbags
10 Lorne Lions
10 Sth Maroubra BAM
12 Queenscliff Rockets 12 Nth
Narabeen Lean Beans
13 Mordiallic Mayhem
14 MacMasters Bouyonces
14 Elouera Wilko
17 Elouera Power
17 Tallebudgera TNT’s
19 Port Campbell Ravens
20 Palm Beach Pumas

1 Nth Narabeen Smokos
2 Ocean Beach Sailfish
3 Nth Cronulla Purds
4 Newport Shellfish
5 Nth Cottesloe Cowards
6 Bolgola Bends
7 Batemans Bay
7 Henley Mackdogs
9 Queenscliff Bomb Squad
9 Broulee Mixed Grill
9 Windang Bindangs
9 Nth Bondi Knockabouts
13 Port Kembla Cutters
13 Coolum Beach Runnings
13 City of Perth Black
13 Sth Curl Curl Echidnas
17 Palm Beach Pork Ribs
17 Nth Cronulla Patsys
17 Alex Headland JDBA
17 Lorne Tube
17 Caves Beach Cream Pies

1 Nth Cronulla Funkys
2 Newport Thunder
3 Tallebudgera Tubbies
4 Palm Beach Piranhas
5 Dicky Beach Tooshies
6 Nth Cronulla Bof’s
7 Palm Beach Peaches
8 Sth Maroubra Diamonds
9 W’hope Boatettes
10 Avoca Beach Martini’s
11 St Kilda Fun Size
12 Nth Narrabeen King Prawns
13 Collaroy Bluto’s Angels
14 Sth Curl Curl Spice
15 Bilgola Rippers
16 North Cottesloe Jills
17 Lorne Elrichies
18 South Port Sun Devils
19 Mona Vale La La Ladies
20 Kurrawa Kooks

1 Nth Cronulla Purds
2 Sth Curl Curl Lamp
3 Palm Beach Playboys
4 Maroochydore Meat Trays
5 Coogee Sons
6 Palm Beach Peppers
7 Nth Cottesloe Yeah the boys
8 Currumbin Krackens
9 Avoca Wolfpack
10 Wanda Weapons
11 Torquay Pirates
12 Warriewood Anchors
13 Palm Beach Plumbers
14 Elouera Elouera 15 Nth
Cronulla Young Guns
16 Sth Curl Curl Sneaky Nuts
17 West Beach In DecentSea
18 Nth Bondi Sandy Holes
19 Nth Cronulla Bung Holes
20 Whangamata Motorboaters
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NATIONAL RANKING 2020
U19 FEMALE
POST ASRL RANK

U19 MALE
POST ASRL RANK

1 Mona Vale Drifters
2 City of Perth Five
2 Sth Port Stormies
4 Somerton Stormers
5 Sth Curl Curl Bumps and
Humps
6 St Kilda Salamanders
7 Avoca Beach Vagabonds
7 Collaroy Beastmode
9 Torquay Honeybadgers
9 Sth Maroubra Specials
9 Nth Cronulla Bof’s
9 Noosa Heads Spangled
Drongos
13 Noosa Heads Kookaburras
13 Dicky Beach Dandilions
13 Collaroy Chargers
13 Glenelg Furettes
17 Maroochydore Mung Beans
18 Avoca Beach Shewolves
19 Collaroy Loonies
19 MacMasters Karlies Angels

1 Northcliffe Tornadoes
2 Queenscliffe Blue Car Keys
3 Palm Beach Possums
4 Sth Curl Curl Underdogs
5 Nth Cronulla Bung Holes
6 Currumbin Meerkats
7 Dicky Beach Gerbils
7 Redhill Chilli Coconuts
9 Bulli
9 Avalon Beach Hueys
9 Mona Vale Fluffy Ducks
9 Nth Curl Curl Donkeys
13 Moruya Bradcocks
13 Portland Cape Crusaders
13 Port Campbell Piranhas
13 Torquay Storm
17 Collaroy Stitches
17 Helenburgh-Stanwell
Westfund
19 Nth Cronulla Brooks
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TECHNOLOGY REPORT
I am proud to report that once again, the
Australian Surf Rowers League has delivered
on the promise to continue to promote the
use of technology across several areas.
FINISH LINE CAMERAS SYSTEM
In the season gone we utilised the finish line
camera system at ASRL Open and National
Team Selection Event. This form of technology
takes plenty of work to not just deliver on
event day, but to also maintain leading into
events and the upgrades and tweaking that
needs to occur post event. I would like to
thank Les Herstik who we have externally used
for several years to assist with the delivery
of these events. In addition, Vice President
Nick Sampson has demonstrated leadership
by assisting in this space, and the behind
the scenes work this individual puts into
the sport is phenomenal. We also had Tony
De Francesco assist on event days, and we
appreciated his calm nature and ability to help
across multiple areas of the finish line system
including set up, monitoring finishes and
ongoing IT support.
Over the winter months there will be research
undertaken on continual improvement of
this equipment. We know the membership
appreciates having the cameras operating and
it is a key priority of the ASRL committee to
support this.

LIVE STREAM – NATIONAL TEAM SELECTION
EVENT / ASRL OPEN
Live streaming was provided for the National
Team Selection Event, held at North Cronulla
in December. We saw similar live streaming
data from the previous season, and we were
pleased with the production.
Thank you to our National Team Selection
Event commentators;
Brad Bunce
Layne Holloway
Natasha Tunney
Edwina Wright
After a successful trial of covering the
ASRL Open for the full three days in 2019,
including the Masters, we decided to peruse
this again. We were dealt with a number of
elements that delivered complex challenges,
although we were able to maintain a
high-quality live stream for all three days,
including a relocation to Long Beach on day
two. Streaming until past 6pm on day 2, the
production team continued to work with event
organisers to ensure viewers at home could
enjoy the action. Thank you to Les Herstik
and his team for going above and beyond
in difficult circumstances to provide some
amazing coverage of the ASRL Open.

Thank you to our ASRL Open commentators;
Rod Costa
Don Cotterill
Drew Howell
Mitch Payne
Richard Payne
Nick Sampson
Phil Stivano
Aaron Tannahill
Natasha Tunney
Frank Veltman
Edwina Wright
Our live streaming went up another level this
past season and we saw over 60,000 views for
the two events, with thousands more viewing
the post event highlights packages (available
on Facebook and YouTube). These are near
identical numbers compared to the previous
season.

SOCIAL MEDIA
Our social media continues to grow!
For the second season in a row our numbers
crew 15% again. We now have almost 12,500
combined followers on Instagram/Facebook.
We have seen an increase across all areas of
our social media in the past 12 months
(June 19 – May 20)
• Engaged with our users 197,216 times
246,384 (up 25% on previous season)
• Had a reach of 1,536,663 (up 30% on
previous season)
• Had 462,902 video views for a total of over
6,000 hours of viewing time (up 53% on
previous season)
• Posted on Facebook 516 times (up 20% on
previous season)
• Posted on Instagram 344 times (up 56% on
previous season)
The ASRL will continue to provide support
to states who control their own Facebook
groups and pages. Although we can’t bring in a
streamlined system, we are always interested
to see what states are doing in this stage.
Thank you to those states who have engaged
with the membership through new forms of
communication and for those who continue to
test out new technology online, your members
appreciate it.
Aaron Tannahill
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MEMBER ENGAGEMENT
This season we had several initiatives to
engage with the membership through our
social media channels.
Australia’s Best Beach for a Surf Boat
carnival – online voting over two weeks with
over 2,000 votes submitted throughout the
competition. We saw Windang win with Lorne
in second.
Sweeps Mentoring – sharing examples online
– free entry to ASRL Open was the prize for the
club who could demonstrate what they were
doing to promote sweeps mentoring.
ASRL Ultimate Carnival playlist on Spotify –
Boaties send through their songs which was
added to our Ultimate Carnival playlist, with
over 150 songs included. This was used at 2020
ASRL Open across the three days.
Jolyn Vouchers – Jolyn vouchers were
available as prizes for an ASRL Open memories
competition, asking members to post their
favourite moment from any ASRL Open.
ASRL Open Post Event Survey – The ASRL and
Destination NSW work together to provide an
ASRL Open survey with a Go Pro 8 and 10 x
minor ASRL prize packs offered as incentives.
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HONOUR ROLL
YEAR

PRESIDENT

SECRETARY

TREASURER

VICE PRESIDENTS

YEAR

PRESIDENT

SECRETARY

TREASURER

VICE PRESIDENTS

1993-94

RON PAYNE

GREG DAVIES

MATT CLYMER

STEPHEN BLEWETT, GRAEME KNOX, LAURIE
MURPHY

2007-08

BERT HUNT

GREG DAVIES

MARK HAZELL

1994-95

RON PAYNE

GREG DAVIES

MATT CLYMER

STEPHEN BLEWETT, GRAEME KNOX, LAURIE
MURPHY

STEPHEN BLEWETT, DON COTTERILL,
GEOFF MATHEWS, TIM NESBITT, RICHARD
OLESINSKI, JOHN WRIGHT

2008-09

BERT HUNT

ROZ BATES

MARK HAZELL

1995-96

RON KELLY

GREG DAVIES

CLIFF GERATHY

STEPHEN BLEWETT, PETER HICKEY, GRAEME
KNOX, LAURIE MURPHY

STEPHEN BLEWETT, DON COTTERILL, RICK
ESTRIECH, KIM MARSH / SIMON PATERSON,
RICHARD OLESINSKI, JOHN WRIGHT

1996-97

PETER GRANT

GREG DAVIES

CAROL
MCMANUS

STEPHEN BLEWETT, PETER HICKEY, GRAEME
KNOX, STEVE REILLY

2009-10

BERT HUNT

ALAN GIBBONS /
TONY BENFIELD

CHARLTON HONIG

1997-98

PETER GRANT

GREG DAVIES

RICK MILLAR

STEPHEN BLEWETT, PETER HICKEY, ROSS
JORGENSEN, RICK MILLAR, KEN MURRAY,
STEVE REILLY

TONY BENFIELD / MICHAEL KING, STEPHEN
BLEWETT, DON COTTERILL, RICHARD
OLESINSKI, SIMON PATERSON, JOHN
WRIGHT

2010-11

BERT HUNT

ANNA SIMMONS

CHARLTON HONIG
/ DON ALEXANDER

DON ALEXANDER / LINDA HAWKINS
STEPHEN BLEWETT, DON COTTERILL,
MICHAEL KING, FRANK VELTMAN, JOHN
WRIGHT

2011-12

BERT HUNT

PATRICIA
MCDERMOTT

DON ALEXANDER

STEPHEN BLEWETT, DON COTTERILL,
PHILIPPA LOWE, MICHAEL KING, SCOTT
TANNAHILL, JOHN WRIGHT

2012-13

BERT HUNT

PATRICIA
DON ALEXANDER
MCDERMOTT / ROD
COSTA

STEPHEN BLEWETT, DON COTTERILL,
MICHAEL KING, RICK MILLAR, SCOTT
TANNAHILL, JOHN WRIGHT / JAMES
MCLAUGHLIN

2013-14

BERT HUNT

ROD COSTA

DON ALEXANDER

STEPHEN BLEWETT, DON COTTERILL,
MICK LANG, GEOFF MATTHEWS, JAMES
MCLAUGHLIN, GRANT WILKINSON

2014-15

BERT HUNT

ROD COSTA

DON ALEXANDER

DON COTTERILL, MICK LANG, GEOFF
MATTHEWS, JAMES MCLAUGHLIN / MARK
IRWIN, NATHAN PERRY, GRANT WILKINSON

2015-16

BERT HUNT

ALEXANDRA HILL

DON ALEXANDER

DON COTTERILL, MICK LANG, GEOFF
MATTHEWS/HAMISH MCMILLAN, TIM
MCFARLANE, NATHAN PERRY, GRANT
WILKINSON

2016-17

BERT HUNT

ALEXANDRA HILL/
NATASHA TUNNEY

DON ALEXANDER

DON COTTERILL. GRANT WILKINSON,

2017-18

BERT HUNT

NATASHA TUNNEY

DON ALEXANDER

TIM MCFARLANE/GEOFF WILSON, SUZIE
MACKINDER/JAY PARKIN, NATHAN PERRY/
DAMIEN O’SHANNASSY, RUSSELL LAMB/
RESIGNED 23 JUNE 2017

2018-19

MICHAEL
BROOKS

NATASHA
TUNNEY

DON ALEXANDER

DON COTTERILL, GRANT WILKINSON, GEOFF
WILSON, JAY PARKIN, NICK SAMPSON,
DAMIEN O’SHANNASSY

2019-20

MICHAEL
BROOKS

NATASHA
TUNNEY

DON ALEXANDER

DON COTTERILL, GRANT WILKINSON, GEOFF
WILSON, ROD COSTA, NICK SAMPSON,
EDWINA WRIGHT

1998-99

PETER GRANT

GREG DAVIES

RICK MILLAR

STEPHEN BLEWETT, PETER HICKEY KIM
MARSH, RICK MILLAR, STEVE REILLY, BOB
STONE

1999-00

PETER GRANT

GREG DAVIES

RICK MILLAR

STEPHEN BLEWETT, JOHN ELLINGSEN
PETER HICKEY, ROSS JORGENSEN, CHARLES
MELLOY, RICK MILLAR, KEN MURRAY, STEVE
REILLY, BOB STONE,

2000-01

PETER GRANT

GREG DAVIES

RICK MILLAR

STEPHEN BLEWETT, JOHN ELLINGSEN,
CHARLES MELLOY, RICK MILLAR, STEVE
REILLY, BOB STONE

2001-02

RICK MILLAR

GREG DAVIES

RICK MILLAR

STEPHEN BLEWETT, DON COTTERILL, JOHN
ELLINGSEN, ALAN GIBBONS, CHARLES
MELLOY, STEVE SWANE

2002-03

RICK MILLAR

GREG DAVIES

RICK MILLAR

STEPHEN BLEWETT, DON COTTERILL, JOHN
ELLINGSEN, AMANDA GEHRING, ALAN
GIBBONS, STEVE SWANE

2003-04

RICK MILLAR

GREG DAVIES

RICK MILLAR

STEPHEN BLEWETT, DON COTTERILL,
ALAN GIBBONS, ANDREW GOSS, CHARLES
MELLOY, STEVE SWANE

2004-05

RICK MILLAR

GREG DAVIES

RICK MILLAR

STEPHEN BLEWETT, ANDREW GOSS,
GRAEME KNOX, CHARLES MELLOY, RICHARD
OLESINSKI, STEVE SWANE

2005-06

BOB STONE

GREG DAVIES

RICK MILLAR

ANDREW GOSS, GRAEME KNOX, ROBERT
MCKAY-GRAY, CHARLES MELLOY, RICHARD
OLESINSKI, FRANK VELTMAN

2006-07

BERT HUNT

GREG DAVIES

MARK HAZELL

STEPHEN BLEWETT, DON COTTERILL,
ANDREW GOSS, GRAEME KNOX, CHARLES
MELLOY, RICHARD OLESINSKI
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YEAR

HALL OF FAME

1996

Keith Hurst*

1997

Chris Branson*, Bill Clymer*, Ron Davidson, Keith Hodgson, Ross Jorgensen,
Kim Marsh, Bob Miles*, Ken Murray, Roger Ninham*, Ron Payne, Kevin Richardson, Robert
Walsh

1998

Nick Dixon*, Mike Ellercamp, Russ Jones, Alexander Norton

1999

George Challis*, Robert Fulton, Kevin Myers*, Stephen Swane, Peter Williams

2001

Peter Grant, Don McManus

2004

Wayne Thompson

2006

Don Ellercamp, Peter Mackie, Warren Molloy

2007

Mel Macpherson, Dennis Pattison

2009

Howard Christie, Brian Mason*, Rick Millar

2010

Bob Luce

2011

Tony Haven

2012

Jack Alliss, Stephen Blewett

2013

Robert Burgess

2015

Sheryl Beaumont

2016

Natalie Gartner, Norman Pounder

2017

Richard Brierty

2018

Damien Claypan

2019

Sara Western

YEAR

LIFE MEMBERS

2006

Bill Barnett*

2007

Greg Davies, Graeme Knox

2011

Stephen Blewett

2012

Rick Millar

2016

Alan Griffiths

2018

Bert Hunt

2019

Don Cotterill, Don Alexander & Bob Stone
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THOSE WE MISS
NOEL “Darkie” ANDERSON
Passed away 31st July 2019
Age 80
Maroochydore Surf Club
Noel Anderson joined the Maroochydore club
in 1958 and gained his Bronze in November.
His life long mate Stan Wilcox and future 1960
Olympic swimmer John Rigby were in the same
bronze squad.
Noel, or Darkie, as he was known, was quickly
drawn to the boats and went straight into the
open mens crew rowing under sweep Graham
Ashton. The crew of Don and Stan Hodgetts,
Stan Wilcox and Darkie went on to win the
Queensland open boat title for two consecutive
seasons 1962 and 1963.
A little story in 1962 was when the crew had an
urgent call from Mooloolaba who had a major
rescue underway in huge seas. They couldn’t
reach the swimmer in trouble with a belt so a
boat was the answer.
Mooloolaba had a brand new Barnett surf boat
but the Mooloolaba boys were hesitant to
tackle the job so the Maroochy boys jumped at
the chance to row in a new boat and also of
course lend a hand.
They got belted at first attempt but finally
got out and secured the exhausted swimmer.
He thought he was safe until Graham Ashton
chose a mountain of wave to get in, which they
smoothly did.

The bloke then shouted them with a donation
plus a keg of beer. Perfect day.
Noel later teamed up and formed a highly
successful masters crew with Ian Massie, Paul
Thomas, Neil Dalziel, Dennis Ives and Bryan
Pugsley and swept by Loft Richardson and
Kerry Hardy.
The crew went on to win three Aussie masters
gold 1998, 2002 and 2004.
Darkie had a remarkable life outside surf club
with a huge range of jobs and career changes
along the way, as he provided for his family
with wife Thelma and their children.
His passing leaves a sad and large hole on the
Maroochydore boat fraternity

GRAHAM BENNETT
Passed away: 12th June 2019
Aged 74
PORTLAND SLSC
Loved husband of Issabel Loving father to
Darren, Jason, Tanita and Nathan.
∙ Gained Bronze Medallion at Portland SLSC in
1966 – the start of a much decorated rowing
career
∙ State Champion in Reserve Grade in 1973 and
1975
∙ Fourth in Reserve Grade Final at Australian
Championships, Glenelg 1974
∙ First in Reserve Grade Final at Australian
Championships , Dee Why 1975
Outside of Surfboats, in 1973 and 1975 he was
the Open Mens Golf Champion at Portland Golf
Club And was a Premiership Footballer in the
Western Border Football League.
He will be remembered as a Talented
Sportsman across a range of sports in Portland.
Like many of our boatmen, he was a loveable
larrikin who will be fondly remembered and
sadly missed.

DON BURCHILL
Passed away 18th May 2020
Age 80
Tallebudgera SLSC
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DARYL CALVIN
Passed away 30th January 2020
Age 74
Club City of Perth SLSC
Bronze achieved 15/12/1962
SLSA 25 years awarded 2001
Daryl had a tough upbringing which led to
trouble with the law in his teens. No one knows
too much about this time.
A well meaning Cop gave him the option of
joining a surf club to gain some structure to
his life or face the juvenile justice system.
He joined the club with 2 others in similar
circumstances, only Daryl stayed on to gain his
bronze.
He was a dad at 18years of age, but managed
to accept the responsibility and go on to gain
education as an accountant, all of this time
also being an active surf lifesaver and rowing
surf boats at a high level.
Daryl moved through and was well respected
in the corporate world and became General
Manager of Finance and Administration of
Robe River Iron, a part of Rio Tinto.
He returned to surf boat rowing in the
early nineties, when his former Open Boat
crew reformed to row masters events , also
successfully rowing reserve grade in WA
carnivals.
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During this time his crew helped to re establish
surf boat rowing at City of Perth after some
years of minimal activity, through passing on
experience and skills and also helped with
purchase of equipment etc for the emerging
crews.
WA State titles
Always in Stroke Seat
1ST Reserve Boat 1965
1st Open Boat 1967, 1969
Masters WA state Titles
5 x 1st places between 1990 & 1998 Various age
divisions.
Australian Titles
WA State Team Open Boat Rep crew 1966
6TH place Australian Open Surf Boat Final 1966
Coolangatta.
Australian Masters
2ND place over 45 years 1992 Collaroy
3RD Place over 45 Years 1993 Kurrawa
Daryl is best remembered as a fierce
competitor and a loyal and hard working
crewmate.

Michael (Mick or ‘Zombie’) Daly
Passed away January 2020
Club – North Burleigh
Mike recently passed away, appropriately
enough at the helm of his racing yacht outside
Southport while leading the race.
Mick was the consulate ‘waterman’ - highly
successful at a range of competitive surf
disciplines. An outstanding swimmer with
a ‘big engine’, he was the one of the very
best competitors that North Burleigh SLSC
has produced winning ‘Outstanding Club
Competitor’ for many years.
Mick followed up has close second in the
Australian junior ironman with a number
of years of successful swim and ironman
competition for North Burleigh.
He joined the boating fraternity and rowed
a couple of years of reserve grade before
stroking the A grade crew for 3 successful
years.
Steered by Peter Williams, and stroked by Mick,
North Burleigh made the Australian Open final
in 1981at Wanda, finishing just off the podium.
His 1982 crew enjoyed a dominant season,
winning 8 of 13 starts in that year.
Mick later returned for a tilt at Masters rowing
and picked up an Aussie Gold for Tallebudgera
SLSC.

One of the great club characters through the
70s and 80s, Mick would also regularly take
it upon himself to lead drinking games and
Sunday keg sessions at the Club.
One of the great characters and elite all round
sportsmen of North Burleigh will be sorely
missed.
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DENIS (GUS) GORDON
Passed away 11th January 2020
Mooloolaba and Yamba
The “ BOY FROM 64 “ ….Denis Gordon…. GUS
or GUSSO walked the shores of Mooloolaba
beach for 56 years and became a shining light
of inspiration for the new young lads and girls
who wanted to be lifesavers on our beautiful
bay.
That shining light became a beacon, a beacon
bigger than the Cartwright Lighthouse and
shone the path for many a young person in this
club.
The pathway was simple ……We stayed at
home and became Mooloolaba Lifesavers
…….we Joined a boat crew for a lot of us …
or swam and paddled if that was your thing
…… we Became mates for life….we Joined the
brotherhood of clubbies who were known far
and wide to be inspired by the maroon and
white cap.
Gus protected us all whilst we grew in the club
and helped pass down the tradition to the
next era or two and was still around to keep
the whole thing revolving and watched over
us to make sure we did the same so we then
passed down the tradition to the next era or 2.
He was the catalyst of a strong 4 decades in
the 70s 80s 90s and 2000s and watched his
young mentors bring through the club their
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young sons and daughters with traditions
recast and delivered once again. He was always
there ….at the back of the boat and coaching
a crew , at the pub with raffles and laughs
and back at the club steering the patrols or
clubhouse duties and sometimes late night
shenanigans…….It was as if their was always
someone there to watch over the ever growing
group of young people going through the cycle
of becoming a clubbie at Mooloolaba.
So this stay at home hero, to us, became as big
as any of the big name Mooloolaba legends
that had come before him.
But the boy from 64 who stayed at home
to help grow the crop of weedy young lads
became a part of history and never went away.
Denis … Gus … Gordon you are a living legend
of Mooloolaba Surf Club and we salute you.
Yamba involvement - Gus moved to Yamba
with work and spent two seasons 2004/2006
coaching and finding sponsors for the Yamba
boat crews, with his knowledge he was able
to lift our crews to a much higher level, to this
day we are still using his coaching techniques
and are very great full for his time spent at
Yamba.

FRED GREEN
Passed away 18th September 2019
Age 91
Port Elliot and West Beach
Fred Green was a builder in the South Coast
area when the Port Elliot Surf Life Saving
Club was formed in 1953. He joined with great
enthusiasm and was appointed Club Captain,
a position he held for 3 years. He gained the
Bronze Medallion and Port Elliot was gifted
a surfboat by Wollongong SLSC, which was
christened ‘Flying Fish’. Fred was short in
stature but a natural as a surfboat sweep with
his uncanny ability to read the surf and feel
how the surfboat needed to be manoeuvred.
Fred swept Port Elliot to the State Surfboat
Title in ’54, ’55, ’56 and ’57. In 1958, Port Elliot,
with Fred as sweep, won every surfboat race
through the season, but at the State Titles, was
pipped into 2nd.
Fred moved to Adelaide and joined West Beach
SLSC for the ‘58/’59 season and continued
sweeping and developing committed boat
rowers. From 1959 through to 1967, Fred was
sweep of the West Beach crews that medalled
at every State Titles; 3 Gold, 2 Silver and 2
Bronze. In 1961 and ’62, Fred swept the West
Beach crew in the SA State Team at the
Australian Championships, gaining a silver
and a bronze. In following years, Fred was SA
State Team Manager/Coach through to 1966.
Whilst at West Beach, Fred took on several
duties for the SA State Centre. He was on the

Board of Examiners for many years, officiating
at carnivals, examinations and awards and he
also served terms as Deputy Superintendent
and Publicity Officer. He was a member on
Trophy, Competition and Gear Improvement
Committees. In 1967, Fred was awarded Life
Membership of West Beach SLSC.
In the late 1950’s Fred developed and designed
an extended sloping seat of ply and laminex,
which could be fitted to the existing surf boat
seats to enable rowers to row a longer stroke
with more leg drive. This was a successful
innovation and was soon adopted as the
standard seat for all surf boats throughout
the Surf Life Saving Association. Whilst at
West Beach, Fred worked with Arthur ‘Snow’
Wallace, a wooden boat builder at Semaphore,
to develop and build, and repair, wooden
surfboats and oars. In 1967, they built 5
surfboats for South African surf clubs and
Fred was invited to South Africa to undertake
training of sweeps and rowers and advise on
the construction and maintenance of surfboats
and oars.
Fred was an inaugural inductee into the ASRL
SA Hall of Fame in 1999. In 2018, Fred was
inducted into the SLSSA Hall of Fame.
Rest in peace.
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CLIFF IRELAND (Clifford James Ireland)
Passed away 9th August 2019
Age 77
CLUB Nobbys NSW
Cliff Ireland sadly passed away after a long
battle with cancer.
‘’Cliffy’’ was a greatly loved and much
respected member of Surf Life Saving in the
Newcastle/Hunter region of NSW. He gained
his Bronze medallion in 1958 at Merewether
club and continued as an active member all his
life.
As a junior he competed in R&R events then
moved to March Past where he won Silver at
NSW State at Crescent head then backed up
with a silver at Merewether Australian Titles in
1960. In 1982 he was awarded Life Membership
of Merewether surf club.
However, his passion was as a surf boat
competitor, rowing in all competition levels
for Merewether club before teaming up with
the Nobbys SOCS masters crew in 1989 rowing
for 25 years, winning a raft of masters titles
and medals in that time, and he continued
competing up to age 71 even while suffering
from cancer.
World Titles
- 2 Gold
Australian Titles
- 4 Gold, 5 Silver, 2 Bronze
NSW State titles
- 6 Gold, 2 Silver, 2 Bronze
Plus countless Branch Championships and Boat
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series wins.
In 2013, Cliff was honoured with a new Nobbys
surf boat launched in his name.

BILL JONES
Age 84 years
Maroochydore Surf Club

Cliff Ireland was also an outstanding Rugby
League athlete, representing Newcastle
against the touring Great Britain side in 1962
and winning many Grand finals with South
Newcastle Rugby League Club. He played
alongside his great mate Les Johns who went
on to play for Australia.

William (Bill) Jones was a proud Active Member
and Past-Active member of the Maroochydore
club on the Sunshine coats of Queensland for
66 years.

Cliff was awarded Life Membership of Souths
Newcastle Rugby Leagues Club and was named
in Souths Newcastle clubs Team of the Century
For all his working life, Cliff was an outstanding
officer with the NSW Fire Brigade serving at the
big Cooks Hill fire station, eventually retiring
in command of the station as Station Officer.
During his time as a firefighter, he was involved
in many significant serious fires and events in
the Hunter area.
He is survived by his wife Dianne, children
Louise, Greg and Leanne and many
grandchildren and also greatly missed by his
masters crew mates from Nobbys.

Bill gained his Bronze medallion in April 1954
and devoted his life to the club from that time
on.
He filled the key role of Club Captain for two
years 1960/61 and 19 61/62 season’s
He was instrumental in the growth of the club
in the 1960’s especially combining the club’s
strong competitive ethic and the very basis of
the club, saving lives. He was a natural leader
achieving much with unswerving loyalty, wit
and good humour to get things don.
Bill Jones rowed in two Queensland State
Champion Open male crews winning gold in
Open boat in 1957 and another gold in Reserves
in 1960.
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BARRY MARSH
Passed away 27th December 2019
Age 74
Anglesea SLSC
Barry was the son of our foundation President
Ray “Swampie” Marsh.

following an assault during a club trip
to Sydney which resulted in the onset of
Parkinson’s disease and a slow decline in his
health. He continued to fight with his usual
determination up until his death a couple of
weeks ago.

He commenced his surf boat rowing career in
the early 1960’s progressing from Juniors to
a Bow seat in arguably the clubs finest open
boat crew,(comprising, Sam Weller, Mick Power,
(both deceased) Ian McGain, who is rowing
today and John Sneesby as sweep).

Barry was an extremely popular member of
Anglesea Surf Life Saving Club and will be
greatly missed. Not only was he a dedicated
Club member and surfboat competitor but he
was at the core of the strong social network
that characterised the Club in those early days.

Barry then took on sweeping and was also
coach of our first female boat crew. He
was boat captain for many years and was
subsequently appointed a life member of the
club.
Probably unknown to most, he was also
responsible for introducing changes to
seating construction in surf boats, including
the transition from timber seats to moulded
fibre glass seats. Any old rowers here today,
familiar with “Boaties Bum” would appreciate
the benefits of his work. These changes were
subsequently adopted throughout Australia.
Barry was conscripted into the army in 1966
and saw active service in Vietnam. On his
return he once again took a central role in the
boat section.
Unfortunately, he suffered serious injuries

GEOFF “Rocky” McCOPPIN
Passed away 10th August 2019
Age 84
Torquay SLSC
Family: Wife Margaret (dec.), Children Jacqui,
Cindy & Brad. Grandma of Mitch, Keira,
Madelen, Blake, Jasper and Amali.
Geoff (“Rocky”) joined Torquay SLSC in
November 1957, obtaining his bronze medallion
in January 1958 and his instructors’ certificate
in 1972. In 1977, Geoff joined the Board of
Examiners. He was a patrol person until 1966
before he was granted active reserve status.
During his competition days, Geoff was a
member of the B crew which won gold at the
state championships in 1960. He rowed for
many seasons in various Grades and attended
Victorian and Australian championships rowing
mainly in Reserve Grade.
He was club treasurer from 1960-1964 and
again from 1968-69. Geoff became vice
president from 1976-78 and president from
89-91, when he introduced the Torquay Swim
Run Classic. When the clubhouse building was
falling apart, Geoff organised its repair at no
cost to members. His relationship with Lindsay
Fox saw the transport giant at one stage
become a club sponsor. After 37 years of active
and administrative service at Torquay SLSC,
Geoff was awarded life membership in 1995.

Rocky left a legacy virtually unsurpassed in the
life saving organisation being a member for
60 years. His entrepreneurial flair helped raise
thousands of dollars for life saving equipment
for the Torquay beaches. He will be sadly
missed.
Waves Roll Always
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Raymond Meredith
Passed away 13th December 2019,
Age 80
Bulli SLSC
Bulli SLSC lost one it’s esteemed life members
just before Christmas last year. Ray or “Gort” as
he became known, joined Bulli in the 1956/57
season obtaining his Bronze Medallion and
immediately took an interest in ski paddling
finishing an unlucky 4th at the Illawarra Branch
Titles. But the boat section was to take Ray’s
interest from then on. He became a permanent
member of the club’s B crew for the next 19
years, filling in with the Open Men’s ‘A’ crew
when required. Unfortunately for Ray, Bulli
had some great crews in that era but the
battling B’s were quite competitive stringing
together several victories at local carnivals in
each season. They peaked in 1973/74 winning
2 carnivals, the Branch, and then making the
final at the Aussie titles at Glenelg.
Finally Ray was selected in the Open Men’s
‘A’ crew for the 74/75 season recording wins
at the Branch Championships and Freshwater
Australia Day carnivals. It was also the
inaugural running of the George Bass Surf Boat
Marathon with Bulli finishing a gallant 2nd
behind Cronulla on “flat seats”. In what was
probably Ray’s most treasured race Bulli was
able to win the last leg rowing unchanged to
spoil Cronulla white wash of winning all 7 legs.
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As a PE/Sports Head teacher, Ray studied in
America and Canada to up skill his profession,
concentrating on rowing training habits. He
then brought these findings back to Bulli
in the role of Boat Captain introducing the
new training techniques. They were to bring
immediate results with the clubs Open Men’s
‘A’ crew taking out the 1977/78 Aussies at
Kingscliff Beach.
Raymond @ Ray @ Gort was a likeable
character, he loved stringing people along &
had this infectious smile. He was a true larrikin
who could take the piss out of you without you
knowing. One of his sayings will always stick,
in conversation his reply “is that right?” …..he
would let you go on and on then….”is that
right?”
Ray also held the following positions;
Boat Captain for several more seasons
Other roles such as Deputy President, Chief
First Aid Officer, Branch Delegate, Assistant
Secretary and Committee Member
He was an active patrolling member for 25
years (Patrol captain for the majority of the
25 years), he was awarded Life Membership
status at Bulli Surf Life Saving Club in the
1983/84 season. He also turned his skills to R
& R coaching in the early 80’s and helped club
teams with the discipline & technique aspects
of the event. He was Club Person of the Year
on 2 occasions 1956/57 & 1977/1978.

Ray and his family moved to the south coast of
NSW and Ray became involved in the George
Bass Marathon again, this time as a Team
Manager for Bulli and race official and race
referee.
With Ray’s failing health, he didn’t get the
opportunity to see Bulli’s recent upper level
extension (which we never had before), which
was only completed in 2018. His vision many
years ago was “to be on the upper deck of the
surf club facing the ocean, sniffing the Nor
Easter, with the head of his beer flowing down
the side of the glass”

Michael Anthony Peat
DOB 9 February 1963
Passed away 6th January 2020
Age 63
Narrabeen SLSC. Nipper
Toowoon Bay SLSC. 2003-2009
Terrigal SLSC 2009– 2020
Mike had a passion for the surf and surf
lifesaving over most of his life. He took up boat
sweeping from 2005 when with Toowoon Bay
SLSC sweeping a masters women’s crew.
Mike moved to Terrigal SLSC in 2009 and
over the years swept an u23 men’s crew,
u23 women’s crew (which included his two
daughters) ,reserve men’s crew and the last 2
years a masters women’s crew.
Mike was struck with cancer in 2013 and battle
this until the end. Surfboat sweeping kept Mike
go those last few years when it was a real
struggle to keep moving. Terrigal SLSC rowed a
marathon from Rose Bay to Terrigal in 2014 to
raise money for Mike and his family, and Mike
swept for part of this journey.
Mikes greatest success was in 2016 with his
masters women’s crew when they took out
Gold at both State (Swansea) and Aussies
(Sunshine Coast). Mike was awarded Terrigal
“Boatie of the Year” at its 2017 awards night.
Mike loved to coach and develop rowers
whenever he could. He was a passionate club
man and enjoyed time with his wife and four
daughters, much of this spent at nippers or
carnivals.
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GORDON (PATRICK JOSEPH) HARMON
DOB 18 April 1932
Date of Death 15 April 2020
Gordon Harmon passed away recently at
Maclean NSW, just 3 days short of his 88th
birthday.
Gordan spent his formative years at Bondi
where he gravitated to the surf and Bondi
Bathers SLSC. He showed an interest in
surfboats and commenced competitive
sweeping at the age of 16. While at Bondi his
Junior crew won an Australian title at Torquay
in 1956. Sometimes referred to as “Mother
Harmon” for his determination to put the odds
on a wave as much in his favour as possible, he
was recognized for his sweeping in big surf.
Gordon moved to Newport on Sydney’s
Northern beaches and joined Bilgola but was
enticed to Newport by Bert King in 1964. In the
1969 -70 season he moved to Bungan Beach
and made an immediate impact on the club
as a whole while taking a novice boat crew
to runners up at the NSW State titles. The
following year they were 2nd at the State and
Australian titles and in his final year at Bungan
in 1972 again placed 2nd at the Australian
Titles. He moved to Cabarita, but later that
year was awarded life membership of Bungan.
It was at Cabarita SLSC that he first became
interested in IRB’s and was involved in a
number of rescues there using the IRB.
In the following years he became a member
of various clubs including Tugun Qld, Rainbow
Bay QLD, Casuarina NT where he helped form
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their first boat crews, Stanwell Park, Byron
Bay, South West Rocks and Mermaid Beach.
At South West Rocks SLSC, Gordon was the
caretaker and was called upon to perform a
number of rescues in hazardous conditions as
IRB driver.
After retiring from competitive sweeping
Gordon moved to various locations on the
North Coast of NSW where he concentrated
on researching the history of surfboats. As an
adjunct to this he had recorded interviews with
some of the top sweeps of his era. An interview
with Keith “Spazza” Hurst was one classic and
there were some enlightening comments from
the other interviews.
Gordon was a colourful character who, on
occasion, fell short of being a model citizen,
but as a sweep, coach and motivator, he
had few equals, and there would be many in
surf life saving who would acknowledge the
positive effect he had on their lives. He made
a substantial contribution to the sport and will
be sadly missed by many.

Kevin Coleman
Passed away November 4 2019
Joined Corrimal SLSC in 1948 as an Active
Senior Member following his brother Norman
joining the year before as a Junior Member.
Kevin gained his Bronze Medallion in this
season of 1948-49.
It didn’t take Kevin too long to have a passion
for surfboats being Surfboat Captain the
following season of 1949-50 and actively
rowing a short time but taking up the helm
of boat sweep which he took too very easily.
Noted in the the club’s Annual Report 1949-50 –
That Kevin rarely competed in Club Pointscores
as he and a boat crew were always at the
bouys carrying out competition duty.
In the season of 1953-54 came one of Corrimal’s
greatest victorys, sweeping the Corrimal Crew
in winning the prestigious “Royal Carnival” in
heavy seas at Bondi Beach with thousands
of spectators in attendance. Kevin was
instrumental in the purchasing of a new “tuck
stern” surfboat that same season, much the
same as today’s design.
Kevin demanded this new design and stood
sted-fast in making his point to the then Surf
Club Committee, which was going to purchase
another “double-ender”.
Kevin told the Committee, that if they don’t
purchase this newer “tuck-stern” design, he will
be happy to transfer to another club.

The Committee saw reason and purchased this
new surfboat, christened the “George Baker”,
the rest is etched in Corrimal’s history and
captured on “News Reel” in the National Film
and Sound Archives.
Kevin, liked many others in the club, also
helped in the building of the present day
clubhouse, starting in about 1957 and opening
in 1959.
Kevin was elevated to Life Membership of
Corrimal SLSC in the season of 1970-71 and
also the then Committee honoured him in
that same season with a new surfboat being
christened Kevin “Cocko” Coleman.
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GED ROODS
aged, 26
Wauchope-Bonny Hills SLSC

His father, the late Dan Roods, was also a
respected member of both the surf and league
clubs before his passing.

A former Wauchope High School student,
Ged was a lovable and respected young
man growing up in his small community.
He delivered newspapers for the Wauchope
Gazette and kept himself busy with sport,
namely rugby league and surf life saving where
he dedicated most of his weekends.

He managed the surf club’s champion U23
Boatettes crew who have proven to be a force
in surf club competition across the state.
As team manager, Roods also played his role
as the Boatettes continued to develop and
progress through the women’s surfboat ranks.
The girls posted a touching tribute on Sunday
afternoon.
“You were our manager, favourite super sub,
body guard, brother,” the tribute read.
“Our private comedian who always put up his
hand to help us out and apparently the best
looking “Boatette”.

Ged, 26, played a crucial role as club president
for the last four seasons in re-establishing the
Wauchope’s dominance in the Group Three
Rugby league competition.
Ged rowed six seasons with Wauchope-Bonny
Hills SLSC, including Juniors, Reserves and
Open Male. This season he rowed with David
Luck, Tony Kee, his best mate Mat Bird and
they were swept by Manfred Sonntag. The crew
name was Full Cassowary, and it was their
second season together.
The crew had their best result at state titles
this season, finishing in the top eight and
missing the Surf Life Saving NSW Open Male
Surf Boat Final in the closest of margins, and
the crew were planning on making that final
in 2021. Recently they held their own end of
season rows and held their presentation via
social media with Ged and his best mate ‘Birdy’
holding a mock surfboat race in a wheelbarrow.

“The one that held our boat on the line, more
times than we can remember. We are going to
miss you surfing the bow on a Sunday morning.
“Watch over us Ged. Love you forever.”

RICHARD (DICK) SMALL
Passed away 24th July 2019
Age 81
Maroubra SLSC
Dick grew up in Norton Street Leichhardt. Dick’s
cousins (The Bakers) lived in Maroubra and he
spent every opportunity he had riding his bike
from Leichhardt to Maroubra to spend time
with them at the beach. His older cousin Stan
Baker was then Boat Captain of Maroubra Surf
Club and he took a big interest in learning how
to row.
Dick joined Maroubra surf club when he was
15 years old and started rowing in the boats
very soon after. Surf boat rowing became his
passion and not long after he learned how to
sweep.
Dick swept lots of crews for Maroubra over
approximately 50 years including crews with
both his sons Rick and Jason. h\He was boat
captain for Maroubra quite a few times over
the years and was in his 70’s when he stopped.
His proudest moment was sweeping his junior
boat crew in 1959-1960 when they won the
NSW State Titles.
The bigger the surf the better, he told many
stories over the years some were quite
funny and others serious. This was one of his
favourites. He caught a wave one-time at a
carnival after he and his crew had just turned
the cans, he said one of the rowers did not
want to go out as the surf was huge but Dick

convinced him and once they got out they
caught a wave from the cans and rode it all
the way back to shore, they were the only crew
to get out that day and no one thought they
would catch a wave that far out and ride it all
the way back to shore. That was one carnival
that they will always remember.
One of the funniest times though was when
Dick and his crew were out near the cans at a
carnival at Maroubra. They weren’t competing
at this carnival but were watching the other
crews and events at a surf carnival and making
sure all the competitors were not cheating in
any way. The carnival was being filmed and was
on the news, the camera was on Dick and his
crew while they were out the back watching
the heats and dad not knowing bent down in
the surf boat and grabbed a beer. This then
made the news!
He was caretaker of Maroubra Surf club for
approx 25 years a life member and received
the honour blazer twice, Surf Boats were
his passion and there was nothing more he
loved then competing for Maroubra and then
enjoying a cold beer after with his mates.
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DANNY JONES
SURFERS PARADISE SLSC
In the winter of 2010, I returned to the Gold
Coast after having a stint with the Darwin Surf
Life Saving Club, developing Surf Boat Crews
and doing my western service.
I met this bloke when I returned home – Danny
Jones – a dedicated Surf Life Saver and lover
of Surf Sports. His passion for the club and
his desire to have Surf Boats return to Surfers
Paradise convinced me to join – where I made a
lasting mate and got to know a true stalwart of
the club.
Danny was instrumental in assisting Shane
Laker and I put a crew together, who for the
first time in many years competed in the
2010/2011 State and Australian Titles. The
crew, made up of Cameron Beasley, Cameron
Bain, Ash Judge and Shane Pierce, followed
in the footsteps of great crews from Surfers
Paradise. I swept the crew and met a couple
of other stalwarts and characters – Stuy V’iall,
Shane Laker, who I rowed against as a young
bloke, when Surfers Paradise annoyed everyone
(because they were good), Warren Peters,
Mandy Hurst, Graham Long and several others
who patrolled Surfers Paradise Beach as Patrol
One.
In 2012, the management at the time did
not see Surf Boats as an integral part of Surf
Sports, and I was invited to join Northcliffe to
assist in the developing of Crews under Peter
Hickey a first class Surf Boat supporter
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In 2017 after great success at Northcliffe, it was
the same bloke – Danny Jones – who simply
asked if I would return to Surfers Paradise and
assist with developing our crews – he didn’t
have to ask twice and my mind was made up in
less than 10 seconds.
It was Danny Jones who persisted, in only the
way Danny and his mates knew, to make the
club whole with his dogged determination to
have the “flag” of the club on the beach. I just
love Surf Boats and what they represent – the
men and women that courageously row them
and blokes like Danny Jones, who was always
on the sideline supporting, sledging, joking and
giving his 100% to develop the crews. Danny
was instrumental in:
(a) Getting Surf Boat equipment up to scratch
(b) Assisting and obtaining sponsorship
(c) Negotiating with me to acquire our new
boat from our mates at Currumbin who
denoted a Surf Boat to the Club in 2018
(d) Driving hard to get our first Surfers Paradise
SLSC Junior Crew on the beach in many years
(e) Pushing teams to become proficient
(f) Always there to help with the gear
(g) Sticking it to the sweep if they missed a
wave -

We both went through a couple of dry gullies
when we assisted with getting a couple of
proficiencies for an aging boat crew though
and also pushed to make sure a couple of
young blokes did what it took to get their
bronze - so they could row and represent the
club.
The work that Danny did around the club and
on the Executive in the last couple of years
of his life will be remembered – particularly
by those, who knew how hard he fought to
protect our female members and is dogged
determination to make things right.
It is not for me to comment on his other
achievements – others best placed to do so at
the club, will do that - but as a “boatie” I can
only say that Danny Jones was the inspiration
behind many athletes, and the reason, Surfers
Paradise Boat Crews returned to the beach.
Just as the Spirit of Peter Lacy lives on in the
Surf Club, proudly adorned on one of our Surf
Boats – so should the Spirit of Danny Jones
take pride of place on the Surf Boat he helped
acquire for the club.
His mates will remember him as a hard arsed
fighter for what was right, joker and first class
sledger, a gentle person who would give his all
for the Surfers Paradise Surf Life Saving Surf
Boat Fraternity and his mates
Alice and I will never forget Danny Jones
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GREAME ‘ZOM’ KNOX
Passed away - 27th May 2020
Age 73
Wording by Mike Tamblyn after interviewing
‘Zombie’ in May 2020
This is a little insight into the man we all
knew as Zombie Knox. It is not intended as a
chronological history of his life but moreover
some of his memories.
Zom was kind enough to generously give me
some time while he was unwell to impart many
facets about his life. We seemed to spend
more time reminiscing and laughing than
getting down to the nitty gritty of the story,
as there were dozens of chapters from his
colourful life. Some of the anecdotes were just
as Zom described them to me in his own words.
Further above is a historical list which was
written and sent to me by Zom himself. There
may by some repetition in his story but so be
it. Mike Tamblyn
In February 2020, Zom was informed he had
developed a serious cancer in the oesophagus
and liver, and possibly only had a limited time
to live. This was obviously a devastating blow
to Graeme, his wife Jennifer and their family
and his many friends.
He underwent a round of treatment at
Northern Beaches Hospital in the hope that
help may be possible. However, despite the
best efforts of all the cancer specialists, they
came to the conclusion that this was not to be
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and Zom and his family should prepare for the
worst.
In typical Zom fashion, he faced his inevitable
death with strength and courage and amazing
humour, supported by his wife Jennifer and all
the family.
He was determined to keep his surf boat
commentating going for as long as possible
this 2020 season, including Ocean Thunder,
Sydney Northern Beaches events, travelling to
Swansea for NSW state championships and
Mollymook for the ASRL Open.
A moving presentation was made to Zom by
Griffo at the 2020 ASRL Open in recognition of
his lifelong contribution to the sport and his
distinctive, humorous announcing style.
So, let me tell you a bit about Graeme “Zombie”
Knox. (or “Zom” or “Zombo”)
He was born at the Mater Hospital in Crows
Nest, Sydney, 5th August 1946 and lived with
his parents Harry and Joyce and brother David
at Harbord in Sydney’s northern suburbs
Little Graeme commenced school at Harbord
Primary and went on to gain his Intermediate
Certificate at Manly Boys High. All through
school he enjoyed his sport, but more on that
later.
In 1963 he commenced a five-year
apprenticeship with the then PMG as a
Telephone Technician and continued on in that
career, eventually working for the PMG/Telstra
for 32 years.

He worked at the huge nine storey PMG Daly
Street telephone exchange which employed
over 1800 female operators in, (Zom words),
all shapes, sizes and colours. Many of them
dressed in tiny miniskirts which were, as he
commented ‘’no bigger than a wide belt’’! A
great place for a strapping young boat rower to
work. In fact, he wore his rowing speedos under
his workplace dust coat ready for a quick exit
to training.
Keeping pace with the constant changes in
communication technology was challenging
and one day the bosses informed everyone
they were introducing some ‘new stuff’… STD
digital phone systems, which meant 1300
female telephonists were quickly redundant.
Not a happy time.
Graeme completed a Certificate of Culinary
Excellence plus a Hotel Management
Certificate which he put to good use later in
his career
In 1968 Graeme Knox married his lovely wife
Jennifer and they produced three children,
Vanessa, Simone and Nathan (Simone
subsequently rowed in Manly’s first female
crew)
While chatting about his career, Zom reminded
me that at one point he and his mate Zacca
Watts bought a hotel in Wagga Wagga, which
they took turns in managing three months
each at a time. Eventually the travelling
became too much for them both so they sold it.

After he retired from Telstra, Zom and his wife
Jennifer ran the Kiosk at South Curl Curl, selling
ice cream and drinks and “the best hamburgers
in Australia mate” People came from miles
around just to get them.
A very successful phase in his working life,
however very hard and constant work.
Zombie was a gifted and tough Rugby League
front rower. He played for Nth Curl Curl E grade
then Harbord United. Progressing to Manly
Jersey Flegg where he captained the side for
two years then followed two years playing
Manly Presidents Cup also as team captain.
In 1965 his brother David (who incidentally
won the Aussie junior boat with Freshy in 1961
and again in 1962), suggested he should try
out with Manly Blues Rugby club in a trials
game against Northern Suburbs Rugby Club
for selection in an upcoming a touring team to
New Zealand.
An all expenses trip to New Zealand sounded
pretty good to Zom so he signed up. However,
his touring ambitions came to a quick halt
in the trial match when he stiff armed the
opposing full back and broke his jaw. That was
not really a good tactical move to get selected
as it turned out the full back was the trial
selector’s son! Good bye Zom.
Zombie played two seasons for Valley United
Rugby League Club then was poached to play
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for Erina Eagles Rugby League Club on the
Central Coast. However, the long drive home
from Gosford “post training” after copious
schooners eventually became a bit too much
for him and his young pregnant wife.
Harry Knox, as mentioned earlier, was Zom’s
father. A prominent member of Freshwater
Surf Club and club captain, Harry was a
champion March Past coach with five Aussie
Championships to his credit and coach to many
clubs. From Corrimal in the south to Newcastle
in the north, with many in between. Harry was
the driving force behind the resurgence of the
March Past event, an achievement of which
Zom was justifiably very proud of his Dad. He
reminded me that at the Australian Titles at
Coolangatta in 1966 there were 126 teams
marching. A far cry from today!
When young Graeme was fifteen, there was
no question what surf club he would join Freshwater. He gained his Qualifying Certificate
in 1960 and his Bronze in 1962 and quickly
found himself in the 2nd bow seat of the
Junior boat crew under sweep Brian (Callo)
O’Callaghan.
One day Alan (who was tall and skinny) and
Graeme (built like a brick dunny) were on an
errand (as juniors generally were), bringing
back some ice blocks from the shop when
someone quipped, “they look like a clothes peg
and a zombie”.
And that my friends, is where the Zombie name
came from!
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In 1963 that fledgling young Freshwater crew
won the Manly Warringah branch junior boat
title. Luck was not on their side at the Port
Kembla State Championships so they headed
off to Victoria for the Australian Championships
at Warrnambool. They comfortably made the
junior boat final and were leading the field
when they mistakenly turned a ski can the
same colour as their boat buoy. Realising their
error, they dejectedly limped home. They were
of course DQ’d and Ken Murray’s Swansea
Caves crew were awarded the gold.
In November that same year, a huge 30’ swell
had built up at Freshwater, so Callo, with a
crew of Don Graham, Bill Lucas, Zombie and Bill
Clymer decided to have a go at these massive
waves in an old timber damaged boat. Over
5000 people lined the cliffs to watch the action
as they rowed onto a mountainous 30’ wave
which doubled up with the wave in front and
sent the boat barrelling into a 20’ green wall
which demolished the old timber boat into
match wood.
The following season ,1964, the junior crew
from the previous season were still together
and eventually lined up in the Aussie
Championships in mountainous seas at
Collaroy. They won the open interstate race on
the Saturday then eventually found themselves
in junior boat final next day. Zom recalled using
the “head of the South Maroubra bowman” as
leverage on his oar at one point getting out
through the break.

Coming home, they pulled onto a huge wave
as did Bronte, swept by Alex Menzies. Both
boats nosed dived and, full of water, (no pumps
in those days) and they were both struggling
to drag their heavy timber boats towards the
finish line one wave surge at a time. Then from
behind, Bundaberg had picked up a small wave
and breezed past them both to take out the
title. Aussie bronze medal for Zom.
Perth was the venue for the 1965 Aussies.
Zom was now rowing 2nd bow in Freshwater
Open Men’s crew. Their goal was to win the
NSW State Championships, (and they did),
automatically selecting them to represent NSW
in the NSW State team which gave them a free
trip to the West.
At that time, Western Australia crews used to
perform a left-hand buoy turn to counteract the
Fremantle Doctor wind which prevailed. Most
eastern crews practiced these turns before
we arrived. However, there was confusion just
prior to the Interstate race, as officials quietly
announced it would be a right-hand turn. This
instruction was not heard by the Freshy sweep,
Brian Callaghan.
Gun goes and only three crews arrive at the
cans. Point Lonsdale (Vic) Maroochydore (Qld)
and Freshwater (NSW) The other states had
composite rep crews and they were still trying
to get off the beach.

Qld and Vic performed a perfect right hand
turn and were on their way home while NSW
just stopped. Confusion!! Left or right?? Callo
blew up and simply rowed them home without
turning any can. Result, NSW DQ. Final overall
point score result, Qld won the series by 1 point
from NSW! Rest of the NSW team not happy
with Freshy.
In the Open Men’s racing next day, Freshy drew
a red-hot 6 boat semi-final along with all the
various state champion crews. The sand bank
only had room for 5 boats. “So they pushed us
down to ally 6 with water up to our f…..g necks
and the other crews in knee depth! Bloody
officials”! No final for Zom.
That turned out to be the end of Zom’s A grade
rowing for Freshy.
South Curl Curl beckoned and from 1973 to 1988
Zom found himself rowing A’s with the Flea
sweeping also being coached by Roger Ninham.
They became the most successful South Curly
crew at that time winning heaps of races. (see
Zom’s own words in the attached addendum)
In 1974 Zom was selected to manage the
Freshwater SLSC tour to England and Wales
and in 1980 was selected as the SLSA Official
Liaison officer to the Welsh Team touring
Australia. This was followed by a second Welsh
tour in 1980 and again in 1884 accompanied
by his mate Freshy Kim Marsh and their wives.
He received a personal letter of thanks from
patron Prince Charles for his services to Welsh
Lifesaving.
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Zom was missing his rowing and in 1987 was
approached by John Sneezby from Manly club,
to form the “Manly Steamers” 180 masters
crew. They had a great time with lots of laughs,
schooners of Tooheys Black and in 1991 won
Gold at NSW Masters titles at Bondi. At the
Aussies that season, they rowed at City Beach
WA, winning the inaugural 180 Australian
Masters Championships, followed up with a
Silver at Kurrawa the following year.
At about that time, there was much unrest
about the direction surf boat rowing was
taking, and at a meeting in 1992 with Zombie,
Zacca Watts, Matt Clymer and Steve Shepherd,
the NSW League of Rowers was formed where
Zom was secretary for the next 27 years. Much
has been written about the development of
the Rowers League and the eventual ASRL, so I
won’t try to do it all again here. However, it is
important to recognise that Zom has been an
integral part of the sports development since
then.
Suffice to say that Zom and Woofa Barnett
travelled all over the country, towing a boat
and promoting the potential of a new surf
rowing organisation.
In 2007 Graeme Zom Knox was inducted into
the NSW Rowers League Hall of Fame and also
awarded Life Membership of the ASRL
By 1992 Zom had felt that “if you can’t beat em,
join em” was best the was way forward, so he
became an accredited SLSA official as a boat
starter, and in 1995 was appointed to the Board
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of Examiners, Manly Warringah Branch (Now
SLS Sydney Northern Beaches)
Always a man with an eye on improvement,
he was instrumental in the introduction of the
laying of two sets of boat buoys to speed up
the racing program as more boat events were
being introduced.
His initiative also saw the introduction of the
NSW Surf Boat Premiership commence under
the flag of “Tooheys Blue Premiership”
Did I mention his work as a support boat crew
for the George Bass Marathon? His club boat
crew had trained hard for the Bass, so Zom
had borrowed a boat “from a mate” for crew
changes and general support. I’m not quite
sure how it came about- but the support boat
sank out at sea!
Zom had the presence of mind to tie an empty
esky (of course it was empty!) to the boat’s line
as it disappeared from sight into the depths. I
understand that Darrel Eastlake was covering
the race for channel 9 in the Nine helicopter
and they came to the rescue. I gather the boat
was eventually pulled up using the floating
esky as a buoy marker.
Zom recognised that the off season needed
a bit of a lift so in 1988 -93 he was the joint
organiser of the Brewarrina to Bourke Outback
Classic Surfboat Marathon. He was mates
with the local country police sergeant so they
planned the idea of a surf boat race on the
Barwon River. A wonderful experience for many

rowers to get to the outback and also inject
some spending into the local economy. Who
can forget Zom’s sidekick “Sparrow” onstage at
the local club? Burning an old derelict timber
surf boat standing on end in a paddock? Great
times.

Zombie was also the recipient of the 1996
Inaugural NSW SLS Award of Excellence (media)
and in 2019 the SLSA 50-year service award, the
20 Year SLS Officiating Award and, at the 2019
Aussies, he was presented with his 20 Years
SLS Officiating at Aussies certificate.

Zom rallied a few rowers to make up a two
crew team for the Outback Marathon. They
called themselves the “Harlequins”, made up
of rowers from South Curl Curl, a crew of Police
from Freshwater and Manly boys.

However, through all the work and dedication
to his own rowing and the staunch
development of the sport, his passion in the
last twenty years or so, has been announcing
and race calling at all levels of surf boat racing.

Around that time a young Shaun Stacey
(current 2019 Australian Champion sweep
for Dee Why) was just starting to sweep and
had picked up a novice South Curl Curl junior
crew, so Zom worked with them coaching,
writing program systems, technique advice
and conditioning. He would sit on the rocks at
Little Manly (in Sydney Harbour) sometimes
with his mate Zacca, giving advice to the crew.
That crew went on to win the Junior Boat at
Australian championships that season.

I asked him how he got started as an
announcer. “I was at a carnival in about 2000
or so and spotted the microphone so just
picked it up and had a go” The rest as they say,
is history.

From 1987 to 2003 Zom was a regular columnist
for the Manly Daily newspaper “Between
the Flags with Zom” with his sometimescontroversial thoughts on all things surf boats.
For his insightful writing skills, he received an
“Outstanding Service award to Surf Lifesaving”
from the Manly Daily and in 1998, Warringah
Council presented him with the “Outstanding
Community Service” award.

Zom’s voice and unique, laidback, humorous
and entertaining style of calling and has
become synonymous with surf boat racing. His
researched knowledge of the crews and their
achievements was encyclopedic as he knew
most of the sweeps by name and could recall a
story for each of them.
He provided commentary for races in the Ocean
Thunder events and Sydney region carnivals,
New South Wales, Australian and World
Championships, plus many others. Special
mentions of Coffs Harbour craft carnival and
his favourite, Pacific Palms ‘Battle of the Boats’.
At Pac Palms, Zom had a passion for not only
the odd schooner of Toohey’s Black beer but
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also the local oysters. He and the late Peter
Daley had a challenge one day to see who
could eat the most. Peter got to 5 dozen so
Zom did one better and polished off 61 oysters!
Ended up in hospital with acute gout!
It was always a pleasure to work with Zombie
calling boat races and discussing the merits
of local hamburgers (along with Griffo and in
recent times Andy and Rod at Aussies). Zom
was simply welcoming and unselfish in his
sharing of the microphone and a ton of fun to
be with as we shared much banter filled with
laughter in those quiet times “in between
races”.
In the last few seasons Zom has been proud to
watch his grandson Julian McKay rowing at a
highly competitive level with his beloved South
Curl Curl. It’s not easy to provide an unbiased
commentary for a boat race when it’s your own
flesh and blood out there in front.
On Monday 11th May 2020, at a specially
convened meeting of the SNB executive
committee, Graeme Zombie Knox was awarded
Life Membership of SLS Sydney Northern
Beaches Branch, for Services to the Association.
This was presented to him at his home by
the SNB President the next day. A very proud
moment for him and his family.
There are a million stories to be told
surrounding Zombie Knox and these are only a
few of them. He knew a vast amount of people
from wide ranging backgrounds, all of whom
would have a story to tell. He was simply a
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great Australian character, a staunch friend,
devoted husband, father and grandfather and
“mate to everyone”.
The Surf Boat fraternity of Australia owes so
much to this man who has given his life to
improving the sport and providing us with
lively, accurate and entertaining race calling
over so many years.
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THANK YOU
DON ‘BRISTLES’ ALEXANDER
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Bristles is one of those very special people we
get to meet only a few times in our lives. He is
dedicated, inciteful, cranky, stubborn and loyal,
all in the correct proportions.
If you ask Bristles to take on a task you can be
sure he will attack it with his full attention and
to the very best of his ability. He is resourceful
and thorough in his approach to the job at
hand and never afraid to give others a shove
along if he thinks that is what is needed.
A brief outline of Dons involvement with both
the ASRL and SLS in general:
• Has been an ASRL member since the late
90’s

role in the introduction of technology to
our sport e.g. Line Finish Cameras and Live
Streaming of events
•

Don was a Foundation member of the South
Port SA Surf Club in 1959

•

In 1975 Don was awarded Life Membership
of the South Port Surf Club

•

As a Boat Sweep Don’s crews have won
SA State Championships and represented
SLSSA in Interstate Championships

•

Don served for over 20 years as Treasurer of
the ASRLSA

•

He joined the ASRL committee on the 10
July 2010 as a Vice President

•

Also serving a 20-year stint as South Port
surf club treasurer

•

In 2010 he agreed to switch roles on the
ASRL Committee to that of Treasurer

•

Don was inducted into the ASRLSA Hall of
Fame in 2010

•

In 2011 Don also took on the responsibilities
of ASRL Registrar which entails managing a
database of a few thousand memberships

•

Don was the inaugural President and served
as President of the SLSSA Board of Surf
Sports between 1994 and 2010

•

Don is still serving the ASRL membership in
the dual roles of Treasurer and Registrar

•

•

As a committee member on the ASRL Don
has been a strong advocate for making
changes to SLS policies that benefit the
rowers

Just to round out his service to Surfboats
Don was the SA Boat Referee for 4 years
and also refereed the National Surfboat
Selection Trials at Elouera

•

Don is a key member of the ASRL
committee and has played an important

Bert Hunt for Bristles’ ASRL Life Membership
Thank you for all that you’ve contributed to
within the ASRL / Life saving and surf rowing.
It will certainly not be forgotten.
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